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DEAR READER,
In this issue, DPF Doctor Darren Darling provides an alarming report
on the rise of unsalvageable Diesel Particulate Filters due to a lack of
technical knowledge of the system and misunderstanding the role
additives play. The consequence of which is many disgruntled customers
unnecessarily forking out thousands of pounds on replacement DPFs, and
the flip side – the damaged reputation of workshops. Contributor Gareth
Davies also provides a case study in the DPF feature that highlights ‘just
in time training’ and the importance of not making assumptions when
investigating a fault to ensure you get to the root cause.
Rob Marshall provides practical advice on filters, turbos and oils this month,
highlighting common issues and best practice tips, to ensure you don’t
suffer the consequences of an oversight.
As autotechnician excitedly prepares for its Big Weekend technical
event this November, see page 8 for details, we talk to the creators of
auto:resource, and the team behind Automechanika Birmingham, on
page 10 about a brand-new event next June at the NEC that will focus on
training and emerging technology.
Andy Crook provides something a little different with an article on creating
good habits and we take a look at a new book on the intriguing Elon Musk
and the rise of Tesla on page 70.
We hope you enjoy.
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industry
THE UK GARAGE AND BODYSHOP EVENT
Messe Frankfurt, organisers of Automechanika Birmingham and
auto:resource, has announced the launch of The UK Garage
and Bodyshop Event, focusing on training, technology and
tools for the garage and bodyshop sector. It will take place on
8th and 9th June 2022 at the NEC Birmingham.
There will be live demonstrations and accredited training
across three key areas: EV Hybrid, Workshop and Collision
Repair, each offering technical seminars from industry experts
covering ADAS, MOT, safety/service and repair, collision repair,
diagnostics, and more.
Other features for visitors to benefit from include a bestin-class, modern garage workshop to showcase the latest
infrastructure and equipment and tools, a VIP programme for
garage owners and visitors will be provided with a take-home
training guide folder to collate their training library and options
from each training hub, stand and feature.

Adam Griffiths, of ZF, commented: “This event gives us a great
opportunity to engage directly with our end customers at
a time where such support is much needed. With so much
change and development taking place in our industry, it
is imperative we take a proactive approach in regards to
delivering training, advice and support to our networks,
ensuring our industry is equipped to face the future.”
Tickets will be available at www.garage-and-bodyshopevent.uk.messefrankfurt.com/

EMPLOYERS NAMED AND SHAMED
Repair workshops are among 191 employers ‘named
and shamed’ for paying staff less than the minimum
wage, equating to a wage shortfall of £2.1 million to
over 34,000 workers. The employers had underpaid
workers in the following ways: 47% wrongly deducted
pay from workers’ wages, including for uniform and
expenses; 30% failed to pay workers for all the time
they had worked, such as when they worked overtime;
19% paid the incorrect apprenticeship rate.
The breaches took place between 2011 and 2018 and
those involved have been made to pay back what they
owed and were fined an additional £3.2 million.
Every UK worker is entitled to the National Minimum
Wage, no matter their age or profession. Clear
guidance is available on www.gov.uk, which all
employers should check.

INDUSTRY

Business Minister Paul Scully said: “Our minimum wage
laws are there to ensure a fair day’s work gets a fair
day’s pay – it is unacceptable for any company to come
up short. This government will continue to protect
workers’ rights vigilantly, and employers that shortchange workers won’t get off lightly.”
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Employers who pay workers less than the minimum
wage have to pay back arrears of wages to the worker
at current minimum wage rates. They also face
hefty financial penalties of up to 200% of arrears –
capped at £20,000 per worker – which are paid to the
government. Since 2015 the government has ordered
employers to repay over £100 million to 1 million
workers.
Guidance on calculating the minimum wage can be
found at www.gov.uk/guidance/calculating-theminimum-wage

AUTOTECH TRAINING CUTS THE COST OF EV
TRAINING
Technicians can save £299 when booking all three IMI Electric
Hybrid Vehicle courses from Level 2 – 4, with Autotech Training.
The offer is wrapped up in 4 days of learning with Levels 2 and
3 courses carried out across two consecutive days, and the twoday Level 4 course taking place as soon as Level 3 certification
has been received.
The courses can either be carried out within Autotech Training’s
dedicated EV Training Suite in Milton Keynes, which features
an electric car for hands-on learning, or on the premises of any
garage or business, eliminating travel and workshop downtime.
https://autotechrecruit.co.uk/training/electric-hybridvehicle-training-package/

BEN’S BIG BREAKFAST FUNDRAISER
Ben is encouraging automotive people to set themselves up
with the most important meal of the day and get together
with others over a cuppa and breakfast butty. The event
runs for a week, starting on 4th October and ending on 10th
October. As World Mental Health Day is the finale of the
week-long event, the focus is also on opening up, talking
about mental health, connecting with others and sharing
experiences.
Host a breakfast any day during that week and bring, make
and sell breakfast to raise money to support Ben’s work in the
industry. Those hosting Ben’s Big Breakfast can also raffle a
Ben bear to fundraise.
To find out more and sign up, visit: https://ben.org.uk/
support-us/bens-big-breakfast/

ONE-IN-FIVE CLASSIC CARS FAIL THE
MOT TEST

Exclusive new data from the DVSA has revealed nearly
one in five classic cars aged over 40 years old failed
MOT tests, despite there being no legal obligation for
owners to have one carried out.
Obtained via a Freedom of Information request by
BookMyGarage.com, the data showed 121,2041 classic
cars aged over 40 years old voluntarily had an MOT test
between January 2019 and June 2021.
Since May 2018, ‘historic’ vehicles, over 40 years old
have been exempt from MOT tests and road tax,
though owners are still responsible for keeping their
vehicles in roadworthy condition. In addition, any cars
which have been ‘substantially modified’ in the last 30
years, will also still legally require an MOT test. Failure to do
so can result in a fine of up to £2,500 and three penalty points.
Of the cars tested, Dodge had the highest failure rate with over
half (55.2 per cent) failing, followed by BMC (Austin-Morris)
at 39.3 per cent and Volkswagen at 31.9 per cent. However,
numerous renowned manufacturers also had clean sheet
records with zero recorded failures, including Bentley,
Wolseley, Saab, Peugeot, Opel, Toyota and TVR.
The DVSA data showed newer classic cars were more likely to

fail than their older counterparts, as 1970s cars are three times as
likely to fail than those from the 1950s.
Jessica Potts, Head of Marketing at BookMyGarage.com,
commented, “Even if a classic car covers a limited number of
miles each year, it’s not uncommon for potentially dangerous
faults to occur. For example, components such as tyres or
suspension bushes can perish with age, electrical faults can
often cause problems with lights, brake lines can corrode, brake
calipers can stick due to a lack of use, and bodywork corrosion
can lead to structural problems.”

INDUSTRY
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DELPHI TECHNOLOGIES LAUNCHES E-LEARNING PLATFORM
Delphi Technologies, part of the BorgWarner family, has
launched Delphi Technologies Academy, a new e-learning
platform designed to make it easier for technicians to enhance
their skills and keep up to date with the latest technological
developments.

The digital nature of the platform enables features that
help delegates engage in an interactive way. For example,
diagnostic training is aided by an engine simulator that allows
users to replace or isolate different components in a virtual
environment to help identify the root cause of an issue.

Developed over the last 12 months by the company’s expert
trainers, the course offers ‘blended learning’ where delegates
can complement hands-on classroom-based training with
virtual tuition.

For delegates following a defined training path, the Delphi
Technologies Academy acts as a central hub, providing
everything from a calendar view of available courses to
automated access to course notes. For those working towards
an IMI (Institute of the Motor Industry) accreditation, the facility
to sit a mock test helps to create confidence, particularly of
benefit to those who perhaps have not sat an exam for some
time. More complex topics, such as those related to electric
vehicle maintenance, are unlocked only once users have
progressed through any required foundation courses.

The global pandemic has created a backlog of training and
garages playing catch-up have heightened sensitivity to costs,
availability, and travel. The Delphi Technologies Academy
directly addresses these issues by providing access to training
materials on any device and at a more convenient time. The
training can be consumed in any location and the platform’s
on-demand nature also means a workshop technician
confronted with an issue with a sensor, for example, could
consult an online video and be back to work in minutes.

Hybrid and Electric Vehicle content from the OE
manufacturer

INDUSTRY

The Delphi Technologies Academy covers a wide range of
vehicle systems and technologies including ADAS, exhaust
aftertreatment, diesel systems, petrol systems, vehicle electrics
and chassis systems. There are also multiple training modules
dedicated to hybrid & electric vehicles. The complete spectrum
of topics is covered; from instruction videos on how to safely
lift a hybrid/electric vehicle through to detailed overviews of
the very latest OE systems.
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Personalised training paths
The platform currently has eight training categories,
comprising over 200 courses, delivering a combination of
theory and how-to videos, with new modules being added
every 3-4 weeks. Each course is designed to cater for the needs
of a wide audience, from apprentices to experienced master
technicians.

“The Delphi Technologies Academy is something we’re very
excited about and proud of,” says Phil Mitchell, Technical
Services Manager, Delphi Technologies Aftermarket. “From
feedback we know it’s something that will be of benefit to all
those seeking automotive training, no matter their existing
skills, and we are positive that it will be one of the very best
online training facilities available in our sector.”
“Such is the nature of what mechanics do, there will always be
a need for practical training, but an expert online resource will
certainly enable many people to expand their skillset with the
minimum of fuss. The reach is open-ended and with little more
than an internet connection, it will be possible for someone to
access Delphi Technologies training wherever they may be in
the world.”
A 12-month subscription to the e-learning platform costs £220
plus VAT.
https://academy.delphiautoparts.com

BECAUSE YOU CAN’T
FIX EVERYTHING
WITH A HAMMER
DON’T WORRY AND LET US
REMANUFACTURE YOUR
ELECTRONIC CAR COMPONENTS
Cost effective & Reliable
WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK
01206 849920

ABS units • ACC • Body Control Units • ECUs • Info displays •
Instrument Clusters • LED headlights • TCUs • Throttle Bodies • Turbo actuators • Other parts

Let's meet up!
The autotechnician team are very excited at
the prospect of once again meeting up with
old friends and new at the upcoming Big
Weekend technical event, which takes place
on Friday 26th and Saturday 27thNovember
at Delphi Technologies’ training workshop in
Warwick
Unique content will be delivered each day by workshop
owners, independent trainers and sponsors, providing
insights into the latest technologies to enter the independent
workshop – including Hybrid & EV and ADAS – as well as
practical advice on diagnosing and repairing systems seen
in the workshop every day. Speakers include scoping master
Andy Crook, EV specialists Matt Cleevely and Peter Melville,
workshop owner trainer Dave Massey and DPF Doctor founder
Darren Darling.
One and two-day tickets are available now at https://
autotechnician.co.uk/training at a reduced rate thanks to
sponsor subsidies – £79 for a one-day ticket and two-day
tickets are priced £129. Numbers are strictly limited, so early
booking is advised.

AUTOTECH 2021

Social distancing measures
will be in place and tickets
will be fully refunded if the
event is unable to run due
to COVID-19 restrictions.
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FRIDAY 26th November
• Andy Crook, GotBoost Training
Scoping session: Techniques to pinpoint faults
• Delphi Technologies
ADAS in action
• Pete Melville, HEVRA
Electric vehicle overview
• ACtronics introduction
Component remanufacturing service
• febi introduction
Parts programme & technical guidance
• Matt Cleevely, Cleevely Motors
Taking on EV repairs
• Dave Massey, ADS Preston
Customer communications

Saturday 27th November
• Andy Crook, GotBoost Training
Scoping sessions: Math channels
• JLM Lubricants, Darren Darling
The correct use of additives
• Varta
Battery technology & testing
• Pete Melville, HEVRA
EV typical faults & Fixes
• Matt Cleevely, Cleevely Motors
Taking on EV repairs
• ZF
8HP Transmission Technology
• Dave Massey, ADS Preston
Customer communications

Big Weekend
tickets are
on sale now!
Taking place on Friday 26th &
Saturday 27th of November
at Delphi Technologies, Warwickshire

Join us for two days of unique content delivered by workshop owners,
independent trainers, and Autotech sponsors
We will be providing insights on the latest technology to enter your workshop including Hybrid, EV and ADAS and
practical tips on diagnosing and repairing systems seen in your workshop each day.
You will also have the opportunity to network with like-minded workshop owners/technicians and meet our
speakers and sponsors to discuss your individual needs and concerns.
Speakers confirmed include Andy Crook, Matt Cleevely, DPF Doctor founder Darren Darling, David Massey and Peter
Melville.

The Big Weekend will take place Friday 26th and Saturday 27th November at Delphi Technologies training facility
in Warwickshire. Both one and two-day tickets are available to purchase at www.autotechnician.co.uk/training and
heavily subsidised by our sponsors.

• One day ticket: £79.00 plus VAT • Two day ticket: £129.00 plus VAT
We look forward to seeing you there!
AUTOTECH 2021 is sponsored by:

*Tickets will be limited and fully refundable if COVID restrictions are implemented

Media Partner:

Get set for change
New trade event in June 2022 created to
support both technicians looking to upskill
and workshops gearing up for change

EVENT NEWS

The UK aftermarket is entering the biggest shift in living
memory and the growth of electrification and ADAS has
highlighted the need to upskill like never before. The team
who works with industry suppliers and trade associations for
the Automechanika Birmingham event, which returns in June
2023, and creators of the online digital platform auto:resource,
will bring the trade together for a brand new event next
June at the NEC, which will solely focus on training, tools and
technology, to support workshops in this time of transition.
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The UK Garage & Bodyshop Event will take place at the NEC
8-9 June 2022, within one hall housing around 100 exhibitors.
There will be three training hubs and three feature areas,
enabling workshop owners and technicians to participate in
training taster sessions in order to highlight areas they want to
upskill and connect with training and equipment providers to
progress their skills and garage business.
There will be live demonstrations and accredited training
across three key areas: EV Hybrid, Workshop and Collision
Repair, each offering technical seminars from industry experts

covering ADAS, MOT, safety/service and repair, collision repair,
diagnostics, and more. Kristan Johnstone, Project Director
Messe Frankfurt UK, told autotechnician: “We’re looking to
almost replicate what has worked very well at Automechanika
Birmingham but doing that across different themes so it gives
people a really clear structure of where they can go for relevant
topics for them.”

“Meeting digitally has been great, zoom
calls have allowed us to stay in touch,
but what you miss from that are the
people you’re not expecting to see, that
you bump into”
Kristan Johnstone Project Director
Messe Frankfurt UK

“We’re delighted! A focused national event
for owners and technicians from both
garages and bodyshops will highlight
the rapid change towards electric and
hybrid vehicles, as well as the challenges
and opportunities this brings for the
aftermarket. We look forward to seeing you
there, meeting face-to-face at last again!”
Peter Melville, Hybrid & Electric Vehicle

There will be a best-in-class Modern Workshop feature that
will showcase the latest infrastructure, equipment and tools,
to highlight, and provide advice on, business planning and
investment priorities. The feature is designed to get workshop
managers and owners reflecting on where they are currently
and where they need to invest. Kristan sees it as a learning
opportunity, so visitors can come away thinking, “These are
some of the considerations I need to go back and factor
into the management of my workshop – a combination of
infrastructure, products and tools.”

“With arguably the biggest shift for the
UK aftermarket happening here and now
with the presence of ADAS and hybrid and
EV technology, increased cybersecurity
and access to in-vehicle data, a UK focused
exhibition for garages and bodyshops is
essential to keeping the industry connected
and up to date.”
Mark Field, CEO of IAAF

hard copy of information and knowledge really portrays that.”
Kristan adds: “It will become a reference guide. We appreciate
that full training courses can’t be delivered on a stand in a busy
exhibition hall. The technical seminars work incredibly well,
and people know it’s going to give them a level of awareness
and insight, it’s not going to answer all their questions, but the
awareness to know they need to go away and find out more
about this topic and where they can get more information.
Similarly with the sponsors and exhibitors who are offering
the training demos it’s an opportunity to get a flavour of what
they offer and ask some pertinent questions to people who
are experts in their field, to find out what they know, what they
don’t know and what they need to know”.
The event has seen huge industry support with associations
already supporting the event, including the Institute of
Motoring Industry (IMI), Independent Automotive Aftermarket
Federation (IAAF), Society of Motoring Manufacturers (SMMT),
Independent Garage Association (IGA), National Bodyshop
Repair Association (NBRA), Hybrid Electric Vehicle Repair
Association (HEVRA), and Automotive Bodyshop Professionals
Club (ABP Club), to name a few.
Tickets will be available at www.garage-and-bodyshopevent.uk.messefrankfurt.com.

VIP treatment
A VIP programme for workshop owners will include a
dedicated area for workshop owners to enjoy refreshments and
gain business advice from a variety of suppliers. “There’s a huge
appetite for business advice but sitting at a 30-minute seminar
is not the way they want to digest that information,” Kristan
states. “We’ve created this hub ‘The Garage Owners Club’, a
lounge within the hall, with all the relevant bodies, associations
and suppliers, so people can go and meet on the stands or the
networking area and have those discussions”.

A resource to take away

EVENT NEWS

Visitors will be provided with a take-home training guide folder,
where they can collate the information and options available
from each training hub, stand and feature. Chloe Hyland,
Automechanika Marketing Manager, explains: “Because we’ve
got the three separate training hubs, and the exhibitors will be
having training on their stand, we think its quite nice to plan
a full day’s training for a visitor… where you can go and visit
each of the training hubs or different suppliers, receive either
training or taster sessions or information and collect all that
information into one place. We know the visitors are coming
to get value at a show and I think that walking away with a
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Can habits be the key to success?
By Andy Crook
A habit can be defined as a routine
behaviour that is repeated regularly
without conscious thought. According to
behavioural scientists, up to 43% of our
daily behaviours are habitual. It follows
then, that we are the sum of our habits,
both good and bad.
Breaking bad habits and forming new, good habits is the key
to success in all areas of our lives. Developing good habits that
can positively impact the workshop is everyone’s responsibility,
from health and safety to the most complex diagnostic work
and dealing with customers, we can all improve our habits.

How are habits formed or broken?
Habits are formed when behaviour is repeated until it becomes
automatic. It is a slow process that requires between 18-254
days of repetition, the average time for participants in a 2010
study to form a new habit was around two months. There are
three components to every habit – good or bad:
1. Reminder (The trigger that initiates the behaviour)
2. Routine (The behaviour itself )
3. Reward (the benefit you gain from doing the behaviour)

PROCESS

Consider breaking a habit, if the reminder or cue is removed,
then the routine simply does not start.
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This is because there is no reward to be gained. Our brain is
hardwired to seek these rewards, our very survival depended
on primary rewards such as food, water and reproduction. This
is what makes habits so powerful.
In modern society, we are more likely to seek out secondary
rewards, such as money and fame, praise and approval, love
and friendship, or a sense of personal satisfaction.

We perform any habitual behaviour to experience the reward
it delivers, the driver, therefore, is the craving or desire for the
reward, not the actual behaviour. The reward must be greater
than the effort to perform the behaviour otherwise, we simply
will not do it.
Stephen R. Covey’s book ‘The 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People’ identified the 7 habits listed below as key for success:
1. Be proactive
2. Begin with the end in mind
3. Put first things first
4. Think Win-Win
5. Seek first to understand, then to be understood
6. Synergize
7. Sharpen the saw
Habits 1, 2, and 3 are focused on self-mastery.
Habits 4, 5, and 6 are focused on developing teamwork,
collaboration, and communication skills.
Habit 7 is focused on continuous growth and improvement
and embodies all the other habits.
Covey believes the way we see the world is entirely based on
our own perceptions.
"The way we see the problem is the problem," he suggests
that “We must allow ourselves to undergo paradigm shifts
– to change ourselves fundamentally and not just alter our
attitudes and behaviours on the surface – in order to achieve
true change.”
Let’s take a look at the first three habits of highly successful
people in more detail. The so-called ‘Self-mastery habits’.

Be proactive
Being proactive is accepting responsibility for a given stimulus
or situation. Reactive people take a passive stance, they believe
that the world is happening to them.

facebook.com/ngksparkplugsuk
NGK UK YouTube
instagram.com/ngkntk_uk
NGK Spark Plugs (UK) Ltd

ngkntk.com/uk

GET
FREE
GIFTS
FASTER
Download the new BoxClever app
and you’ll earn points faster and
get your free gifts even quicker
Just go to your Android or Apple
app store and search for
NGK UK Boxclever

ngkboxclever.com

THE WAY WE
CAPTURE THE
LIGHT IS
BREATHTAKING

THE ART OF PARTS
Whatever part you need for whatever vehicle your customers bring
to you, at Distrigo we’ll always offer up the perfect part. From genuine
parts for Peugeot, Citroën, DS Automobiles and Vauxhall, to our
all-makes Eurorepar range, Re New Remanufactured range and
beloved Supplier Brands, we’ve got parts down to a ﬁne art.

DEDICATED TO GENUINE VEHICLE PARTS,
PASSIONATE ABOUT ALL-MAKES

Distrigo Parts Distribution means:

VISIT DISTRIGOPARTS.CO.UK

Successful people are proactive, they focus on the things they
can influence within their circle of concern.
Reactive people focus on the things they can’t influence within
their circle of concern, blaming outside factors for their failure.

Begin with the end in mind
Starting with a clear destination or setting goals is a habit that
helps you stay on track. It allows you to make decisions with
clarity. To remain focused, to act in line with your beliefs to
shape your own future, instead of living your life by default or
based on the standards or preferences of others.

Put first things first
Once you have a clear direction, you can prioritise, having the
discipline to carry out tasks in the correct order is a habit few
master.
It is all too simple to put the most urgent tasks before the most
important ones. It takes willpower to do something we do not
want to do, to act on values instead of cravings or desires in
any given moment.
“The challenge is not to manage time, but to manage
yourself” Steven Covey
Matthew Syed wrote about mindset in his book, ‘Bounce: The
Myth of Talent and the Power of Practice’. He suggests we
either adopt a ‘fixed or growth mindset’. In a Fixed Mindset:
• People believe their basic qualities, like their intelligence or
talent, are simply fixed traits
• They spend their time documenting their intelligence or
talent instead of developing them
• They believe that talent alone – without effort – creates
success.
In a Growth Mindset:
• People believe that their most basic abilities can be
developed through dedication and hard work

Using the Self-mastery habits, I should take control of my
situation, set aside time to practice with an end goal in mind.
Once I have done that, I can prioritise my time to spend 20
minutes a day of meaningful practice, with feedback. It would
be better to set a larger goal with a series of smaller objectives
and key results. Key results are what and how you need to
achieve your objective. They should be measurable, specific
and time-bound.

Goal
Learn to play the guitar
Objective
Learn a particular song on the guitar.

Resources
Resources: Guitar, online lessons. Time – 20 minutes every day
apart from weekends, when it is 30 minutes = 2.65 hours per
week.

Key results
Did I practice for 2.65 hours this week?
Was it meaningful practice?
Can I play the chords by week 3?
Can I move between the chords by week 4?
Can I perform the strumming pattern whilst changing the
chords by week 5?
Can I play the song by week 6?
What other song uses these chord progressions to learn by
week 7?
What other song uses these chord progressions to learn by
week 8?
Can I play 3 new songs 8 weeks from now.
If a skill requires 10,000 hours of practice to master it should
take me around 73 years to master the guitar with that level of
time investment.
With a growth mindset, I know why I haven’t mastered the
guitar. I understand that I haven’t put the hours in. That I need
to practice for longer each day, and that in order to improve
my guitar playing I need to improve myself.

• They understand that intelligence or talent is just the starting
point
• This view creates a love of learning and resilience that is
essential for great accomplishment.
Changing your mindset is the key to success, changing your
habits is how you will achieve that success

Bruce Lee is often quoted as saying: “I fear not the man who
has practised 10,000 kicks, but the man who has practised one
kick 10,000 times.”

PROCESS

As an example, I have been trying to learn the guitar for a
number of years. I practice when I get a chance, I don’t follow
any routine or have any lessons. With a fixed mindset, I would
believe that I don’t have the talent, I’m tone-deaf and I will
never be able to play the guitar.
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Golden oldie –
Get the shotgun out!
By Des Davies, Top Gear Motor Services
Vehicle: MGB Roadster 1.8L 1972
Mileage unknown as it had gone around
the clock
The customer said he was too frightened to drive the vehicle
because of the backfiring – it was difficult to start and running
poorly. This was the worst case of backfiring I had experienced
in my whole career, producing the loudest banging noise that I
have ever heard.
It was difficult to start and in too bad a state to drive – it would
have probably ripped open the exhaust system or exploded
the vehicles behind me. Therefore, I had to recover the vehicle
into my workshop.
This car took me back a few years to when I was tuning these
vehicle systems in the late 70's and 80's. I used to enjoy it
so much and I gained a wealth of knowledge, skills and
experience from these diagnostic methods.

connected to the battery positive cable near the starter motor.
The battery was located at the rear underneath the seat, so
this was a quick and easy, non-intrusive testing method (work
smarter not harder).

Luckily, I still had my Crypton Engine Analyser CMT 2000,
a brilliant bit of kit in its day. What a machine, but no good
without the operator! It was gathering dust in the corner of my
workshop and after the year 2000 you could not update them,
which was a shame. The training I had up in Nuneaton with
Crypton in their training centre was excellent, they had first
class instructors and I learnt so much.

This test could indicate if the valves were sticking because of
excess carbon on the valve seat or stem, stopping them seat
properly and then exploding in the exhaust system, but all
looked good, see Figure 1.

But back to the present, this vehicle is owned by one of my first
customers when I started up my garage business in 1987 and it
is his pride and joy. So, I set about getting my brain in gear and
get it running again.

CASE STUDY

First things first
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There were no fault codes or live data to help me here with
this 49-year-old classic car, so I needed to use that computer
between my ears! I began with a visual check of the engine
and ignition system to see if anyone had previously worked
on it and fitted the plug leads back in the wrong locations. I
looked for traces of carbon tracking on the leads, a problem
with the distributor cap or a cracked rotor arm – igniting the
incorrect cylinder at the incorrect time – but all looked initially
good.
I have come across a few vehicles with exploded and damaged
exhaust silencers and melted exhaust pipes in my time, due to
stuck valves caused by carbon build up, and flames coming out
of the air filters!
Because the vehicle had not been used for a while, I decided
next to check the relative compressions using an amp clamp

Fig 1 Relative compression test was good

I like to do a battery SOC test first to make sure that the
battery can perform to the manufacturer’s requirement before
commencing the relative compression test and this proved to
be good, see Figure 2.
Checking the ignition timing was the next step, to see if it was
igniting the spark at the correct time, see Figure 3. It was time
to use my redundant strobe light. This was also within spec,
and this vehicle had electronic ignition fitted to the system,
which was also good.

The most common reason why exhaust gas leaks into the
intake air stream through the exhaust valve or cylinder head
gasket is improper tuning, resulting in excess fuel being
delivered at high rpms.
This causes incomplete combustion inside cylinders with
large amounts of unburned oxygen left over after each power
stroke. When too much fuel enters these cylinders, some of
that air/fuel mix leaks out the exhaust valve as exhaust gas and
explodes in the exhaust system.

Fig 2 Battery SOC test

I removed the air filters and hunted for my carburettor
balancing gauges and then got to work on balancing the
carburettors at idle and cruise speeds. I then adjusted the
mixtures the best I could – you need plenty of patience here! It
took me a while to get them near perfect, as the carburettors
were worn, and the linkages also needed renewing.

Air and fuel checks
I then removed the spark plugs to visually check their
condition, they were black with soot, indicating that the
mixture was rich. They were in a fairly good condition, so I
cleaned them and adjusted the electrode gaps with my feeler
gauges to the manufacturer’s specifications.
It was now time to use my trusted 4 Gas Analyser to check
the air/fuel ratio and to see how the combustion process was
working.
The idle mixture was: CO 9%, HC 1760ppm, CO2 7.5%, O2
0.01%

Fig 4 Cruise speed 2500 rpm emissions

Cruise 2,000 rpm : CO 9%, HC 1940ppm, CO2 7.0%, O2
0.02%

New carburettor needle jets and linkages should have been
fitted to get the vehicle running better, or ideally a set of new
carburettors, but like most customers they want to spend as
little as possible on their vehicles. We don't do miracles here!

This was not good; I would need a petrol tanker to follow this
vehicle!

However, after balancing the carburettors, I was very pleased
with the resulting 4gas readings, see Figure 4.
Finally, I added fuel treatment to the fuel tank to help clean the
fuel system and eliminate the carbon inside the combustion
chambers and around the valves. I took the car on a road test
and the vehicle ran well, resulting in a happy customer. The car
was now fixed!

CASE STUDY

Using your experience, knowledge, manufacturer data,
the correct tools and equipment, and understanding the
basics of systems, will help you to diagnose faults, and fix
the vehicle correctly.

Fig 3 Ignition timing marks on front crankshaft pulley
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"The most common
reason why exhaust gas
leaks into the intake
air stream through the
exhaust valve or cylinder
head gasket is improper
tuning"

ADVERTORIAL FEATURE

We go with the flow:
Transmission oil and
filter in a set
Smart all in one solution at AIC Germany.
Just like engine oil, transmission oil also
becomes contaminated over time and loses
viscosity. The promise of "lifetime filling" by
some car manufacturers cannot be relied
on 100%.
To protect the transmission from overheating and wear, clean,
versatile transmission oil and a high-performance transmission
oil filter should be used. This is the only way to ensure that the
tooth flanks and running surfaces of the gears are optimally
lubricated and impurities are kept out.
AIC Germany, spare parts specialist near Hamburg, is constantly
on the lookout for smart solutions to make mechanics' daily
workshop routine easier. For this reason, AIC has been offering
entire transmission oil sets with transmission oil, transmission
oil filter and sealing ring for some time. The quality of the oil
is the top priority, which is why only suppliers with a ‘Made
in Germany’ quality seal should be considered. An all-inone solution that saves the search for all the right individual
components.

How can you tell that a gear oil change is
necessary?
Even when cold, the vehicle shows initial indications in the
form of shifting problems, unexpected fluctuations in engine
speed or noticeable jerking. Increased engine speed (= higher

So, if it is time for a transmission oil change, AIC Germany offers
practical transmission oil sets with 5, 6 or 8 litres of transmission
oil and oil filter for the automatic transmission for DSG, CVT
and NAG2 transmissions. If you do not need a set, we also offer
these components as individual items. Just have a look at the
spare parts catalogue or ask your parts wholesaler.
If you would like to know more about AIC Germany visit our
website www.aic-germany.de/en/

Transmission oil kit,
AIC item no. 58376 Set

ADVERTORIAL

Vehicle transmissions operate with intermeshing gears. Since
friction occurs between the gears and frictional heat and
metal abrasion are to be avoided, the gear oil protects against
overheating and wear by lying between the toothed rings.
However, the gear oil loses viscosity over time and thus its
functionality. Only thin-bodied oil reaches all lubrication points
and has a high load-bearing capacity to withstand the forces
that occur. In addition, the oil level can drop over the years
due to leaking line, which also requires an oil change. The
transmission oil filter in particular plays an important role in
preventing damage to the transmission caused by dust, dirt,
metal abrasion and soot. These contaminants remain trapped
in the oil filter and can thus no longer enter the gear unit.
Nevertheless, no filter can absorb impurities indefinitely. If
there is already too much dirt in it, hardly any particles can still
be absorbed and enter the transmission with the oil. For this
reason, it is very important to renew the oil filter at every oil
change. At the latest after 60,000 km to 100,000 km or every 6 8 years, the oil and filter should be replaced.

fuel consumption), delayed gearshift response and excessively
high transmission temperature are also further indications.
If one or more of these symptoms is detected, it is likely that
there is not enough transmission oil left, the filter can no longer
absorb impurities, and the oil has lost viscosity to dissipate the
resulting frictional heat and properly lubricate the gears.
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4Focus
4FOCUS: ROB MARSHALL LOOKS AT THE LATEST NEW CAR TECH
INNOVATIONS

RENAULT ZOE E-TECH – BATTERY
CERTIFICATE
Should you believe the headlines, buyers are clamouring to
go electric. Impressively large percentage sales figures tend
to be quoted, followed by a statement from a manufacturer/
politician extolling how the Green Revolution will reclaim our
green and present land. However, in the less glamourous used
car scene, things are not as rosy for electric. While the demand
for used electric cars is rising, Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV)
prices have yet to find their place. While the market overall
is very buoyant, BEVs are losing their value faster than more
established technologies including diesel.
One reason for this is concern about battery deterioration,
because it is so closely related to vehicle worth. While certain
aftermarket developers have established means of checking a
battery's State of Health (SOH) via a mobile 'phone app, with
Leaf Spy being a typical example for interested Nissan owners,
it is interesting that a car manufacturer has recognised the
problem.
By reassuring buyers of a battery's remaining capacity, Renault
hopes to instil more confidence and accelerate sales of
used BEVs, while (possibly paradoxically) enhancing residual
values and asking prices. By working with Mobilize, Renault is
introducing a 'Battery Certificate' application that calculates

and displays the remaining battery capacity. The algorithm
relies on data from the vehicle's Battery Management System
or, should that be impossible, it assesses the charging and
discharging performance. Renault says that these conditions
provide an accurate snapshot of the battery’s SOH and the app
displays the battery’s current capacity as a percentage of its
original capacity. As an example, should the SOH of a 40kWh
battery be 94%, the residual capacity is 37.6kWh.
The application is available via the 'MY Renault' portal for
private customers and 'EASY CONNECT' for fleet drivers.
The certificate is available for the Renault Zoe, Kangoo and
Twingo E-Tech models. The Battery Certificate is likely to be
developed for future Renault BEV and plug-in models, as well
as Dacia's forthcoming EV range, should the company consider
it worthwhile to export right-hand-drive versions to the UK.

BENTLEY BENTAYGA –
WORLD’S LARGEST CARBON ROAD WHEEL
Colin Chapman's motto of 'Simplify and add lightness' remains highly
relevant today, especially as manufacturers strive to enhance driving
range. While the Bentayga is hardly the first car that the slogan
evokes, Bentley realises that reducing weight has positive benefits
beyond the sober topics of fuel economy and CO2 emissions.

4FOCUS

The new 22-inch carbon-fibre wheel rim has taken years of
development between Bentley and Bucci Composites and is the
largest wheel of its type available. It is not all about size, however, because each rim is 6kgs
lighter than the equivalent aluminium fitment, fitted to other common-or-garden Bentayas.
Yet, even this ostentatious SUV cannot overcome basic physics – even it benefits from
resultant reductions in unsprung weight that sharpens acceleration, braking and handling.
The manufacturer also highlights that the flex within forged aluminium rims can cause
deviations in up to one degree of camber, which reduces tyre grip. The stiffer carbon fibre
wheels, therefore, permit a more consistent contact patch between the tyre and road.
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Additionally, Bentley is especially proud that this is the first carbon wheel to pass all of the TÜV's rigorous
durability and safety trials. These include biaxial, radial and lateral impact stress testing that simulate potholes
and cobblestones. Such assessments prove the carbon fibre wheel's safety credentials. Where an aluminium-alloy
wheel would either crack, or even shatter, in a severe impact, the carbon fibre's interlayered fibre weaves pull apart
gradually, permitting controlled air loss, instead of a sudden tyre deflation.
Marketed under the Mulliner accessory brand, the new wheels will be available later this year to complement a
range of existing carbon fibre extras for the Bentayga, including sill extensions, front splitter and rear defuser.

NISSAN ARIYA –
HAPTIC CONTROLS
Fashion is a fickle mistress. While fascias,
festooned with buttons, were hardly the
most elegant, at least long-term owners
could become familiar with their locations,
even if it took a little time. Then came the
touchscreen. These allowed car designers
to embrace superficial minimalism but
their intention to bring serenity and
calm to the cabin was often destroyed
by needlessly convoluted and irritating
touchscreens. Poor menu design and
dimwittedly slow responses to a finger
jab are several reasons why they are
accused of being more off-putting to the driver than a hand-held mobile
telephone. The art of decent ergonomics seems to have been sacrificed at
the altar of fashion.
Sadly, the all-new, visually unremarkable Nissan Ariya electric crossover
does not provide an entire solution but at least it heralds an interesting
development. While its interior remains devoid of physical buttons, its
designers have extracted the most commonly used HVAC systems and driving
mode controls from the touchscreen and have situated them on the fascia and the centre console. Their
illuminated icons reside on a wood-grained surface pattern, applied by hydro-printing.
These icons indicate the presence of haptic electrostatic buttons, meaning that the surface feeds vibration to the fingertips
as they are touched. This tactile feedback is accompanied by a 'sound', affirming to the driver that the desired command has
been activated. Nissan argues that, because the interaction points are both felt and heard, the driver can remain focussed
on the road.
Even so, unlike Audi's MMI Touch Response and Mercedes-Benz's Hyperscreen technology, the touchscreen on Nissan's
Ariya does not inherit haptic feedback, thus only part-fulfilling its aim.

BMW RANGE: SECONDARY MATERIAL
Considering that this year found that the UK End of Life (ELV) vehicle
industry failed to meet European recycling targets yet again, AT
thought it wise to see how the new car industry is trying to help
matters. While car manufacturers strive to use more sustainable
materials in production, BMW is focussing specifically on a
forthcoming new generation of electric cars. Available from 2025,
these models will be underpinned by a 'Neue Klasse' platform; a
term that Bimmer fans will recognise from the company's
past.
The idea of using secondary/recycled material makes
environmental sense, because the car becomes easier to
recycle. Furthermore, should raw materials costs continue
their upward trajectory, it also makes commercial sense.

The company is also looking at facilitating recycling, by using similar materials within a single component. For example, seats are
hard to dismantle and contain many different materials that are difficult to recycle together. BMW argues that, by considering such
issues at the design and manufacturing stages, it can help to grow the circular economy. Hopefully, by then, the UK ELV industry
will have been given the help it needs to attain EU recycling targets, which it has missed for at least several years running.

4FOCUS

On current models, natural raw materials used on BMWs include door trims, where a natural fibre mat is employed that is lighter
than the plastic alternative, but it is also CO2 negative. Yet, research continues in other areas ready for the Neue Klasse. BMW is
investigating acoustic foams made from wood that do not require synthetic glues. Wood is also being used in tests to create a new
generation of bioplastics. Hemp and bamboo are other materials being investigated to usurp crude oil in plastic production. BMW
has also focussed on vegan alternatives to current PVC synthetic leathers, including materials incorporating cork, recycled polyester
textile particles and even cactus.
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Great opportunities for workshops willing
to embrace change
An interview with Schaeffler REPXPERT,
Andy Walters
Andy Walters, a self-professed golf obsessive and Villa fanatic,
joined Schaeffler in July 2013 as a Technical Trainer under
the wing of the company’s long-serving technical expert,
Malcolm Short. His arrival coincided with the launch of the
first LuK RepSet 2CT dry double clutch kit, along with the
accompanying IMI certified training so garages could learn
how to carry out the repair. According to Andy, the whole topic
was ‘mind blowing’ and a ‘baptism of fire for a newbie’!
However, it was clearly a subject he quickly got to grips with
as now, eight years on, Andy is not only still one of Schaeffler’s
renowned REPXPERT technical training team, but he is also
now the Northern Sales & Key Accounts Manager. Andy takes
up the story:

“Although in 2013 much of our LuK training was, and still is,
focused on Dual Mass Flywheels (DMF), the double clutch
system was just coming over the horizon, which is why, as a
new starter, it was good to get stuck into the latest technology
from the get go.
“After three years as a technical trainer, I was promoted to
become one of the company’s territory managers just prior to
the Automechanika Birmingham exhibition in 2016, which in
turn provided one of the first opportunities to really showcase
the Schaeffler REPXPERT programme and raise the importance
of high quality training to a mass audience of technicians – and
they couldn’t get enough of it!
“Nowadays, in order for workshops to be able to compete
with vehicle manufacturer (VM) franchised dealers, and for the
long-term health of the independent aftermarket, training has
never been more important. As a result, the REPXPERT service
concept has become a prominent part of Schaeffler’s offering
and, for me, the best thing about it is the sheer quantity and
quality of technical information that it includes.
“Some workshops really embrace it, using it not just for the
fitting tips and advice, but also to find labour times, torque
settings and to use the vehicle identification function etc., so
it’s really frustrating when I speak to technicians that haven’t
signed up for it, especially when it’s totally free!

Embracing change

TRAINING

“As we begin to navigate the post-pandemic landscape, it’s
incredible to see how the rate of change has accelerated, as
all the talk is now about a future that will be dominated by
electric vehicles (EV) and how that will impact the aftermarket.
“Although many businesses are nervous and fearful about the
future, I believe that by partnering with pioneering companies
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“The fact is that the DMF is an amazing piece of engineering
that has been in volume production since 1985. It allows VMs
to manufacture the smaller, more efficient engines that enable
them to meet increasingly strict global emissions targets.
This is because the DMF is designed to absorb the vibrations
that these small units produce in comparison to larger or
heavier engines, which inherently run more smoothly. They
are, incidentally, also designed to last for the typical life of the
vehicle.
“Therefore, if a workshop is presented with a vehicle that
they suspect requires a DMF replacement, they should ask
three key questions and also carry out one particular action.
The questions that need to be asked are: What’s the vehicle’s
mileage? What has the vehicle been used for? What are
the reasons behind you believing you need to change the
clutch and flywheel? The required action is to run an engine
diagnostics check. These processes should provide technicians
with the facts they need to help them understand why the
DMF has prematurely worn and whether they need to resolve
an underlying fault first. They can also then give the vehicle
owner some helpful preventative advice, rather than simply
replacing the DMF and running the risk of the same issue
occurring because the root cause has not been diagnosed.
such as Schaeffler, with its chassis development programme
and EV technology investment, there are some great
opportunities for workshops that are willing to embrace the
changes, and they’ll be the ones that will survive and thrive in
the years to come. In fact, I think there is so much out there in
the way of support from suppliers and distributors, that if I had
the means, I’d open my own garage!
“However, with all of the potential that an EV future will bring,
workshops also can’t afford to take their eyes off the present,
because despite that fact that the internal combustion engine
is on the way out in terms of the plans of the VMs, they remain
very much at the centre of the workshop today, and will do for
some years to come, which brings us back to the subject of
DMFs.

3 key questions to ask before DMF replacement

TRAINING

“If you were to ask me, or any of my fellow REPXPERTs, what our
biggest frustrations are, it would be the underappreciation of
what a DMF does and how, when it’s eventually replaced, the
reason why it’s worn isn’t usually thought about or addressed.
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“I think there is so much
out there in the way of
support from suppliers and
distributors, that if I had
the means, I’d open my
own garage!”

“By applying these principles, workshops can save themselves,
and their customers, time, inconvenience and money, which
can only be good for the reputation of the business and its
staff.
“Following the Government’s lifting of the coronavirus
restrictions, this is a message that we are looking forward to
taking out on the road, as we start visiting workshops and
begin to participate in live events such as AutoInform Live
in November, when the REPXPERT team will be out in force
delivering the high quality technical training we specialise in,
and that technicians find invaluable.”

www.repxpert.co.uk
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Regenerative braking systems
By Pete Melville, Hybrid and Electric Vehicle
Repair Alliance, HEVRA
We’ve got two separate challenges when it comes to braking
systems for electric vehicles. The first is brake assistance,
normally provided by the suction of the engine, or by an
engine-driven vacuum pump, and with the absence of an
engine, or an engine that runs periodically, this isn’t going to
work. The second is regenerative braking – if we can do some
of our slowing down without generating brake dust or wearing
out the pads, and get a bit of free fuel at the same time, this is
our preferable option.

TECHNICAL

However, regenerative braking isn’t enough on its own. When
the battery is too full, too hot, or too cold, it can’t absorb
energy at the rate we might need it to. Regenerative braking is
not very effective at very low speeds, or for holding a vehicle
stationary once it has stopped. It also can’t slow us down fast
enough when we really need to slam the anchors on, and it
has no provision for individual wheel speeds, which means no
ABS or ESP, and with most cars having a single motor and open
differential, a loss of traction on one wheel can mean virtually
no braking effort.
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So, we need a system that combines the friction braking with
the regenerative braking and provides some sort of brake
assistance. And like most things with electric vehicles, there’s
not one-system-fits-all.

System One: Electric vacuum pump
The first of our three contestants is the electric vacuum pump.
This provides a simple, cheap solution and a nice consistent
pedal feel, and is used on the cheap and cheerful Renault
Kangoo ZE right up to the high-tech BMW i3. Typically, a

"The Tesla Model 3
doesn't have a single
physical replaceable 12v
fuse, which means we
need to rethink some of
the test procedures we've
followed for decades "
pressure sensor in the servo will report the current level of
vacuum, and the pump will be triggered as required. The
major downside of this system is it doesn’t allow for any
regenerative braking via the brake pedal. Most manufacturers
allow for this by providing strong regenerative braking when
the accelerator is released – the driver tends to only press the
brake pedal when harder braking is needed. These systems
are straightforward to service as hydraulically they are similar
to traditional cars. When replacing the vacuum pump, there is
often a drain tube which must be at the lowest point to allow
moisture to escape. Some models also monitor pump life,
and this must be reset using diagnostic equipment if the
pump is replaced.

System Two: Electronic servo
Behind door number two we have our second system, the
electronic servo. Favoured by models such as the Nissan Leaf
and VW e-Golf, these feature an electromechanical servo,
where an electric motor provides the assistance, using a
similar concept to electric power steering. This is how the VW
system works (the Nissan uses a similar concept but works
mechanically rather than hydraulically). When pushing the
pedal, the fluid travels out of the master cylinder as normal, but
instead of finding its way to the ABS module and down to the
wheels, the fluid instead moves into an accumulator. No fluid
makes its way to the wheels, instead just moving along the
pipe. The system can see the pedal movement and organise
the required regenerative brake force. If the friction brakes are
needed, the accumulator pushes the fluid back out, and with
it unable to return to the master cylinder (because your foot is
pushing on it, with the servo’s help), it instead finds its way into
the braking system and operates the brakes as normal.

System Three: A break from tradition
The third and final system is a complete departure from
traditional systems and is favoured by Toyota, and also used on
the Renault Zoe and Nissan e-NV200. Pressurised brake fluid
is stored in an accumulator, and a pressure sensor and pump
ensure pressure is maintained at all times (you can often hear
a buzz as the car wakes up). Pressing the brake pedal simply
tells the system how much brake effort you would like, similar
to the accelerator pedal. The car then decides what proportion
can be done by the motor, and what proportion needs the

friction brakes. When the friction brakes are required, a valve
lets fluid out of the accumulator into the brake circuit. Of
course, it’s a little unnerving to have a brake pedal that feels
like an accelerator pedal, so a device called a stroke simulator
(effectively a hydraulic spring) makes the pedal feel like it’s
attached to something. In the event of a fault, the hydraulic
lines between the pedal and the rest of the system are joined
to provide hydraulic braking (this is without power assistance
and in the case of Toyota, on the front wheels only).
Most of the electric and hybrid vehicles on the road use a
variation of one of these systems. Regardless of what is fitted,
as with all safety-critical systems, ensure you understand the
system and follow the correct procedures to keep it in safe
working order.
The Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Repair Alliance is a network
of garages who have the right tools and qualifications to
work on EV and hybrid vehicles. Members receive unlimited
technical support advice and drivers are able to use its
garage finder to find qualified workshops in their area.
www.hevra.org.uk | hello@hevra.org.uk
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Filters are the first line of defence
against problems caused by
contamination

Filtering out the harm
Ineffective filtration presents many
negative consequences to the modern
motorcar. Owner neglect, poor quality
parts, incompatible fitments and even
technician error can be responsible, leading
Rob Marshall to probe the issues a little
deeper.

persist, even a quality element can clog prematurely. The
company advises annual replacement in such scenarios.
Oil leaks tend to be the consequences of fitting errors. UFI
Filters highlights that incorrect techniques include using
inappropriate tools, not cleaning (or oiling) gasket surfaces and
poor installation that results in crushed, or twisted, O-rings.
Additionally, because most canister-type filter housings are
made from plastic, heed the tightening torque that is supplied
either in the technical literature, or stamped on the moulding.

Oil filters
Unless you embark on an engine strip, it is pretty difficult to
assess the damage caused by a clogged, or low-grade oil filter.
Yet, the consequences of sharp metal particles being pumped
to rotating parts are well understood.

While engine oil degradation rates increase, the oil filter
also suffers if the car is subjected mainly to short, low-speed
journeys. First Line reports that, should these drive cycles

FILTERS

What is not so well appreciated is that most engine wear
occurs during and immediately after a cold start. The
importance of an anti-drain back valve in a quality oil filter
helps to ensure that lubricant reaches critical components as
soon as possible. The tell-tale rattle, which disappears soon
after the engine has fired after several hours standing, is a
potential sign that a low-quality (or incorrect) oil filter is fitted.
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Air filters
Logically, Blue Print highlights that ineffectual air filtration has
ramifications for the oil filter, too. Aside from abrasive particles
passing through the air intake and damaging the piston/rings,
cylinder walls and valves, they can end up in the crankcase. It
is also mind-boggling to think how much air passes through
a typical air filter throughout its lifetime, especially with
turbocharged engines. Blue Print reports that an air filter on
a 1.6-litre 2012 Nissan Qashqai would have filtered 40 million
litres of air by the time it reached its recommended 37,000
miles replacement interval.

Even so, you may discover an excessively dirty air filter that has
not reached its official renewal mileage. Trust your instincts
and advise the customer. First Line finds that some car owners
resist replacing air filters, because the car has not covered
sufficient miles. This means that you will need to make the
case that virtually every car manufacturer recommends more
frequent air filter replacement, dependent on atmospheric
conditions. Aside from poor engine running and difficult
starting, make a case for economy: a clogged air filter increases
fuel consumption and emissions. In addition, air filter condition
is one of the primary initial checks that informed garages make,
when investigating DPF blockage causes.
The relative ease of replacing air filters can lure technicians into
a false security; mistakes still happen. UFI reminds us that not
ensuring that its foam edges seal correctly in the housing can
affect the filtration ability, as well as causing a noise. After you
extract an old filter, even if it is to be refitted, remove any larger
particles from the housing, such as leaves. Consider also that
engines prefer to inhale colder, denser air. Therefore, ensure
that any ducts, leading to the car's front, are connected to
the airbox. This may lead you to advise performance air filter
enthusiasts to reinstate any removed air filter housings and
associated pipework, because it could make the engine run
better. Interestingly, UFI highlights that cleaning standard filter
pleats with compressed air is inadvisable, because doing so
increases the material's porosity, therefore compromising its
filtration abilities.

FILTERS

Petrol filters
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As many petrol cars do not possess fuel filters, it is easy to
overlook the models that have them fitted. First Line adds that
replacement can be deemed incorrectly as an unnecessary
expense. Yet, the recent introduction of E10 petrol is
confronting petrol filtration with new challenges. As ethanol is
an effective cleaner, it can loosen residual petroleum deposits

(such as gums) within the fuel tank, enhancing the risk of them
being introduced to the fuel injectors. Therefore, should you
be confronted with a car that possesses a replaceable petrol
filter, consider advising the owner to have it replaced as soon
as possible. Many of these units tend to be slung beneath the
car, exposing them to moisture and road salt. The unions are
vulnerable to corrosion, too, particularly if the filter is overdue
for replacement. As these metal unions can incorporate
the entire fuel line, breaking them is clearly undesirable, so
work carefully. Even so, quality manufacturers protect petrol
filters, by either making them from plastic, or painting the
canister in anti-corrosion paint. Yet, consider that the coating
will be compromised, should the filter body rub against any
surrounding metal parts. Ensure, therefore, that any plastic, or
rubber, mountings are intact and refitted correctly. When fitting
a replacement, most types tend to be directional; a printed
arrow on the filter body tends to indicate the flow path from
the tank to the engine, not vice versa.
Especially as E10 petrol increases the risk of fuel system
blockages, garages need to suspect the fuel filter, should they
encounter a petrol car with engine running issues and low
fuel pressure faults. Typical symptoms include difficult starting
and power losses, because the quantity of fuel delivered is
lower than that requested by the engine. Blocked injectors and
engine stalling are further consequences. MEYLE emphasises
the importance of buying quality, elaborating that it has
found low-quality filters to be so bad that the fuel is not even
filtered after passing through the canister, making the quality
argument even more relevant.

"Especially as E10 petrol
increases the risk of
fuel system blockages,
garages need to suspect
the fuel filter, should they
encounter a petrol car with
engine running issues and
low pressure faults"
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provided by the bio-diesel, warmth by the engine and highpressure pump, and moisture – mainly from condensation
within the fuel tank. Blue Print reports that, without the correct
filtration, the water content can corrode the pumps and
fuel injectors. It adds its diesel fuel filters use a hydrophobic
coalescing material that traps the water, while allowing the
diesel to pass. The separated water forms droplets that collect
at the bottom of the filter canister, which should be drained at
service time.

Diesel filters
As diesel fuel contains up to 7% biofuel (hence the B7
designation on forecourt pumps), it is also not immune from
the downside of 'going green'. Bacterial growth is the problem.
Blue Print reports that the waste products of the fungi
contaminate the fuel, clogging the fuel lines. It recommends
that the solution is regular diesel filter replacement.
The rate at which the fungi can develop within a diesel fuel
system can be alarming. The reason is down to the system
providing ideal conditions for the bacteria to grow. Its 'food' is

UFI finds that typical workshop errors include not cleaning
housings properly, locating hoses and connectors incorrectly
and not using the correct torques (a consequence of
which is pictured). It also emphasises inadequate bleeding
techniques. Perhaps this is the most serious error, because of
the negative impact it has on the expensive high-pressure
fuel pump. Should the car, on which you are working, not
possess a priming bulb, consider that bleeding may have to be
performed diagnostically. Attempting to 'cheat', by cycling the
ignition with the engine off, tends to be unfruitful, because the
ECU will recognise this and not energise the pump. AT will look
closer at the bleeding operation in a future article.

Cabin filters
Restricted access aside, fitting replacement cabin filters is fairly
straightforward – although it can be easy to overlook that
many types require aligning with the airflow direction. First
Line reminds us that all filters should be replaced in line with
the vehicle manufacturer’s schedule and cabin filters need
replacing annually, at least. Technically, a clogged filter can
make the blower motor work harder, demanding more current
and overheating either the motor unit and/or its speed resistor
pack.
Consequences for the vehicle occupants of reducing the
quantity of clean air available within the cabin include
increased misting on the glazing and greater quantities of
dust. Through its Borg and Beck brand, First Line offers free
posters to help convey these messages to drivers, which
can be ordered online: https://www.cognitoforms.com/
FirstLineLtd1/firstlineposterrequestform.

FILTERS

Even so, aside from not serving the individual needs of
their customers, perhaps the main consequence of not
understanding cabin filters fully is missing the upselling and
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reported in AT earlier in 2021, Honda dealers are retailing cabin
filters that capture viruses, including COVID-19.

Transmission filters
While we plan to look at more bespoke filtration applications
in the future, many garages are performing automatic
transmission fluid replacements, including investing in
the necessary training and hardware. However, certain
transmissions possess filters that require cleaning, or replacing.
Their replacement costs can be eye-watering, especially when
ordering them via a main dealer parts counter, but consider
that aftermarket brands (such as Blue Print) are expanding their
ranges.

profit opportunities. Cabin air filtration has evolved since their
widespread introduction in the 1980s, meaning the term
'pollen filter' is no longer strictly appropriate. While the basic
specification still prevents dust, insects, seeds and pollen from
entering the interior, carbon-activated filters capture impurities,
such as those that cause odours and even pollutants. This
latter ability is evolving further. The MEYLE-PD cabin filter
extracts incoming NOx emissions, making it an ideal upsell
to customers that drive mainly in cities, for example. There is
also growth in filters containing biocides, such as UFI Filters'
'ARGENTIUM' range, which was launched earlier this year. As

As modern Continuously Variable Transmissions (CVT) rely on
a steel belt running on steel pulleys, they tend to be more
prone to producing abrasive metal shavings, compared to
more conventional epicyclical geared automatics. Naturally,
these contaminations are transported around the transmission
by the oil, a consequence of which is irregular transmission
operation, at best. Therefore, highlighting semi- regular oil and
filter replacement intervals of around 30,000 miles is a wise
recommendation.
Certain versions of Jatco transmissions that are fitted to
Nissans, for example, possess a replacement filter in the side
(as pictured) but it is also recommended to drop the sump,
replace the filter within the oil pick-up assembly and clean the
magnetic filters of swarf all before renewing the oil.
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Turbochargers are fitted to so many modern
cars but the lack of a boost gauge on many of
them mean you might have to educate your
customer that at least one turbo is present and
the consequences of not looking after them.

Blowing Bad
With turbochargers delivering the
emissions demanded by legislation and
performance desired by owners, Rob
Marshall finds out how failure is usually the
symptom of a problem, not the root cause
Interestingly, failure of the main turbocharger core tends
to be the consequence of something else. Replacing the
turbocharger alone, without investigating any underlying
causes, risks the return of a disgruntled customer, a host of
unnecessary remedial work and a destroyed profit margin.
Understandably, many suppliers of turbocharger cores, i.e. the
main mechanical chamber that houses the shaft, compressor
and turbine wheels, have strict warranty stipulations. This is not
because they are supplying low-quality parts; the real reason is
to cover themselves against unreasonable claims.

Technicians should not forget this, especially when installing
a replacement unit. Dependent on application, many
turbochargers require the technician to pre-lubricate the core's
bearings, so they are protected while the engine's oil pressure
builds. Cold-start oil starvation is a further reason why OE
quality oil filters are mandatory.

"Non-specialised garages
and car owners should
not attempt to dismantle
a turbocharger core.
Should any relevant nuts
and screws be loosened,
for example, its warranty
would be voided"

TURBOS

Considering that typical turbine shaft speeds can exceed
300,000 times per minute, repairs of the associated
components should be conducted by specialists. Melett
highlights that a turbocharger is a precision-engineered
product, repair of which requires specialist parts, training and
equipment. Therefore, it is essential to source components via
vendors that do not cut corners. This also justifies Borg Warner's
stance that non-specialised garages and car owners should not
attempt to dismantle a turbocharger core. Should any relevant
nuts and screws be loosened, for example, its warranty would
be voided.

The sacrificial lamb
A weakness in the lubrication system tends to be highlighted
by turbocharger failure. Carwood reports that, because
turbochargers place the engine oil under enormous strain,
should the supply be restricted, expect catastrophic damage
to the bearings, which destroys a turbo within seconds. In
severe cases, it can even ruin the engine. The remanufacturing
specialist also highlights that running a turbocharger without
oil for only five seconds is said to be as harmful, if not more, as
running an engine without lubrication for five minutes.
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This sectioned turbocharger core highlights the moving parts. Either side of the shaft is a rotating wheel – one, the turbine, is spun by
exhaust gas. The other, the compressor, develops the intake boost pressure. The oil seals are situated just behind each wheel. Positioned
above the shaft centre is the oil feed – note the tiny galleries that supply the bearings, before lubricant exits the unit and returns
to the sump.

TURBOS

Nissens reminds us, however, that temperature is a big
enemy. While hot exhaust gases are responsible for much of
the heat within the turbocharger core, the compressor must
also pressurise the air intake and intercooler, which creates
another heat source. The oil system is mainly liable for not
only lubricating between the shaft and bearings but also
transferring heat from the turbocharger core. Admittedly, some
vehicles possess additional water cooling (sometimes with an
auxiliary electric water pump) but this cannot compensate
fully for deficiencies in the lubrication circuit. Nissens adds
that an inadequate oil supply causes the lubricant within the
turbocharger core to overheat and carbonise, which damages
the shaft and its bearings. Aside from this happening during
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"Many turbochargers
require the technician
to pre-lubricate the
core's bearings, so they
are protected while the
engine's oil pressure
builds. Cold-start oil
starvation is a further
reason why OE quality oil
filters are mandatory"

premature engine shutdown, a restricted oil pipe can be to
blame. Some oil feeds contain a filter that can also block,
starving the turbocharger of its lifeblood. Consequentially,
many turbocharger suppliers insist such pipes are renewed, at
the very least. Nissens explains that, even if the oil pressure is
satisfactory, and both the oil feed and return lines are in good
order, degraded oil that has passed its drain interval cannot
fulfil its turbocharger protecting function. Aside from the
natural denigration of the oil's structure and its additive packs,
dirt, water and fuel contamination can cause rapid wear of the
highly-stressed parts of the turbocharger. Running a low oil
level degrades the remaining lubricant even faster. Melett finds
that oil leaks are one of the most common reported issues and,
while the turbocharger might not be at fault, it is the first item
to suffer the consequences.

Coming to the crunch
Understandably, the result of introducing foreign particles
into an intake containing a compressor wheel that is spinning
at hundreds of thousands of times per minute, operating at
temperatures approaching close to 1,000 ºC, is not going to
produce an outcome that is anything less than catastrophic.
Yet, such damage remains a common problem.
Melett reports that these particles can enter the inlet via
a damaged air filter, or intake hoses, so technicians must
ensure that these parts are serviceable. Debris that was not
cleared from a previous turbocharger can also damage the
replacement unit. While poor workshop practice can also cause
bolts, nuts and even rags to enter the intake, ice can also be
a problem, although many cars possess a means of heating
the inlet. Yet, you can still check that a fitted electrical heating
element is working with your multimeter.

"Carwood finds that,
should shaft failure
occur, metallic debris is
forced under pressure
into the combustion
chamber, damaging the
piston, valves, liners and
cylinder-head"

Melett also underscores shaft overspeeding. The situation is
a consequence of air leaks between the compressor and the
engine, due to cracks, failing seals, or even wastegate failure.
The turbocharger then must work much harder to deliver the
required pressure levels. The resulting overspeeding causes the
compressor wheel to break apart, fragments of which can then
be ingested by the engine.
Nissens adds that over-pressure brings its own problems.
Caused typically by a malfunctioning blow-off valve, or MAP
sensor, the situation creases a pressure imbalance between the
turbine and compressor wheel housings, which are designed
to work at similar pressures. This causes the compressor wheel
to strike its housing, causing rapid turbocharger failure. Borg
Warner adds that overspeeding increases the turbocharger's
operating temperatures, too.

Turning rogue
When the turbocharger breaks, the consequences are also
far-reaching. Carwood finds that, should shaft failure occur,
metallic debris is forced under pressure into the combustion
chamber, damaging the piston, valves, liners and cylinder-head.
Borg Warner adds that, further down the line, catalysts can also
be damaged.
Aside from physical abrasion, turbocharger failure can
also cause the oil to bypass the internal oil seals and will
contaminate other components. On the intake side, the
pipework and intercooler will be affected. This is one reason
why many companies recommend that intercoolers and their
pipes are replaced following turbocharger failure. Should
oil bypass the turbine seals, lubricant can enter the exhaust
system, damaging either the catalytic converter, the DPF and
any associated sensors. Therefore, it is worth reporting to the
owner that these extra parts may also need attention, which
will increase the repair cost.

Preventative measures

Carwood adds that, short trips aside, idling for long periods
means that the turbocharger reaches neither its optimum
speed, nor temperature. Consequently, carbon deposits can
accumulate, allowing oil to pass through the compressor/
turbine wheels and into the housings. The company also
advises selecting a lower gear, instead of making the engine
labour at low RPMs and high boost pressures.
While turbochargers have improved immensely throughout
the decades, 'hot shut down' remains a problem. Allowing
the engine to idle for a time allows the turbocharger shaft to
slow and shed some heat, while oil pressure is still present.
Should the engine be switched off, the oil pressure is cut and
the residual oil can overheat and carbonise, creating abrasive
particles that can damage the shaft and its soft bearings. Borg
Warner advises that an extended idle time before shut down
is only really necessary after driving with high loads for over

TURBO TRENDS
Now that Peugeot/Citroen's 1.4/1.6 HDI engine
has been out of production for several years, it is
unsurprising that replacing this unit's turbocharger
is not as popular as it once was. Carwood tells AT
that the DV6's Garret turbocharger is still in its top
ten of most popular units but the Mitsubishi unit
that was fitted to earlier engines languishes in 33rd
place. Currently, Carwood's top five remanufactured
turbochargers are:
1. T UR786880-0006/ TUR854800-0001 – Ford
Transit/Tourneo Custom 2.2 20132. TUR5438-970-0005 – Various applications –
Mercedes, Nissan, Vauxhall and Renault 1.6 20143. TUR795367-0001 – Renault Master/Traffic 2.3 dCi,
Vauxhall Vivaro 2.0 CDTi
4. T UR5435-970-0027 – Alfa Romeo Mito, Chevrolet
Aveo, Fiat Doblo, Idea, Punto, Qubo, Vauxhall
Astra, Combo, Corsa and Meriva 1.3 MultiJet
20135. TUR724930-0012 – Audi A3, Seat Altea, Leon and
Toledo, Skoda Octavia, Superb, VW Golf, Passat,
Touran and Jetta 2.0TDi 16V 2003-

TURBOS

The importance of regular oil changes, with a lubricant that
meets the required specifications, along with OE quality
filtration, is well-understood. Checking the engine oil pressure
is also prudent, especially on a car that has endured neglected
servicing. Should the turbocharger feature water cooling,
ensure that the system is in good order and that any auxiliary
electric water pumps, if fitted, are operational.

Driving technique also plays a significant role in turbocharger
life. While Melett's recommendation, that drivers allow the
engine to warm up on idle for two minutes before settling off,
may be impractical in the real world, it urges technicians to
remind drivers about the importance of driving with a degree
of mechanical sympathy. This includes driving steadily before
accelerating too hard, especially on colder days, or if the engine
has been idling for a while. Melett reasons that many drivers
are unaware that it can take up to 20 minutes of running for
the engine oil to reach its optimum working temperature from
cold, unlike the coolant.
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Prior to fitting the replacement unit, Carwood states that you
inject 10mm of engine oil into the return line on the turbo's
underside. While still holding the unit upside-down, turn the
wheel and shaft, by gripping the centre nut between the
thumb and forefinger and rotating it gently for 30 seconds,
while moving the turboshaft from side to side. Repeat the
bearing pre-lubrication exercise on the oil inlet. As you rotate
the shaft manually, should you notice any rubbing or sticking,
reject the turbocharger.

Nissens recommends
that intercoolers and
oil feed pipes (pictured)
are replaced at the same
time as the turbo.

five minutes, such as driving at high motorway speeds, before
entering a service station. Driving for several minutes under
part-load conditions are usually sufficient to reduce turbo
temperatures to a moderate level.

Fitting consequences
To bestow a replacement turbocharger with a long service life,
and minimise you having to repeat the replacement task under
warranty, pay extra attention to installation literature. The part's
guarantee may be invalidated if you choose not to follow the
instructions. Replacing the engine oil and filter is a common
requirement.

TURBOS

TURBO TRAINING
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Nissens offers a pair of
turbo e-learning courses;
the first focuses on
theory, the second on
best practice diagnostics
and installation. It
is offered through
the Nissens Training
Concept (NTC) training
platform, which is being
developed continuously
and is designed to help
technicians overcome
the current lack of live
training meetings. It
can be accessed via this
online activation weblink:
https://ntc.nissens.com/
muc/turbo21uk

Even if you have pre-lubricated the turbocharger and ensured
that the whole lubrication circuit is unblocked, turbocharger
dry starting remains a danger. Carwood notifies technicians
to allow oil pressure to build before the engine fires, by
cranking the engine ten times in single second bursts. Should
the engine fire, switch it off immediately – it may be worth
disabling the fuel pump to assist with this priming exercise.
Once completed, start the engine and run it at idle for three
minutes before accelerating, to purge any airlocks in the
lubrication system.
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why turbochargers can become overstressed. While blanking
the EGR valve should be picked up by MOT Testers, in practice,
this modification is almost impossible to spot visually. Even so,
EGR bypassing increases not only NOx emissions (which are
not assessed by the annual inspection) but also turbocharger
temperatures.

While you should investigate any issues that cause low oil pressure,
do not forget to check if micro filters are positioned within the
turbocharger oil feed pipe.

Carwood advises budding tuners that turbocharger internals
rotate at designated speeds that are intended for the vehicle
to which they are fitted. While they possess a design tolerance,
the shaft, turbine and compressor can only spin so fast until
overspeeding causes mechanical failure, or the air exiting the
compressor becomes excessively hot. At this point, installing
a larger turbocharger is the only option. However, the rest
of the intake system (and, possibly, the engine) might need
upgrading to prevent other consequences that result from
excessive boost pressures.

Tuning consequences
Borg Warner comments that tuning shortens turbocharger life,
because it needs to operate at higher speeds and temperatures
than those intended by its design and testing parameters.
Melett agrees, adding that the normal working parameters
of the engine should be modified only by professionals,
because it can cause several turbocharger complications,
such as temperature and backpressure issues. Carwood adds
that, while most turbos have some tuning potential, they are
designed to work within optimum airflow and boost pressure
ranges. Yet, performance tuning alone is not the only reason

"While blanking the EGR
valve should be picked up
by MOT Testers, in practice,
this modification is
almost impossible to spot
visually"

TURBOS

TURBOCHARGER HOSES
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A consequence of being exposed constantly to temperature and pressure changes mean that turbocharger
hoses will need replacing. Even a small split leads to a loss of boost, which reduces performance, increases
exhaust emissions, harms fuel economy, causes rapid DPF filling and can result in limp home mode being
instigated. The turbocharger internals can also overspeed, introducing the possibility of permanent damage
or failure of the turbo. Should this happen, it is recommended to renew all the hoses (and the intercooler) to
ensure no debris remains that could damage the replacement turbocharger assembly.
While garages tend to approach main dealers for replacements, consider an alternative option. First Line
has introduced a range of hoses that are made from materials and utilise production processes that meet, or
exceed, OE standards. They are backed-up by a two year, 24,000-miles warranty.
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Oil Change Kits
and Oils for Automatic
Transmissions
Fully compatible turnkey solutions
straight from the transmission experts.
Find out more at zf.com/spareparts

Engines may look the same
but their formulations
differ wildly

The consequences of slipping up

OILS & ADDITIVES

Although performing oil changes is
reasonably elementary, the lubricant
itself is immensely complex. Therefore,
Rob Marshall looks into the latest
developments affecting the engine
lubrication market and the consequences
of technicians not keeping up-to-date.
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While the main engine oil functions are well-understood by
technicians, it is still quite magical that they maintain their
cooling and lubrication properties within the environments
of low viscosities, higher temperatures and extended drain
intervals. Yet, the oil's protective properties extend beyond
the power unit. Certain anti-wear additives may be life
saviours for the engine but they can be fatal for the catalytic
converter, or DPF. As an example, Lucas Oil blends its engine
oil in 10w-30, 10w-40 & 20w-50 viscosities, which contain
high levels of zinc, molybdenum, and phosphorus to offer
maximum engine protection for muscle, showroom, classic
and trophy cars. As Lucas Oil admits, these formulations are
more specialised applications, making them unsuitable for
modern vehicles equipped with catalytic converters, or DPFs. In
addition, some of the latest engines may be prone to specific
issues, such as intake coking, and the car manufacturer may
specify a particular engine oil additive formulation to minimise
the effect. These are reasons why engine oil has become
increasingly bespoke and why both owners and technicians
have to be sure that they make the right choice.

Consequences of owner neglect
Many technicians remain surprised about how badly certain
owners neglect their cars, many of whom cannot even be
bothered to check their levels. Even oil companies are trying
to communicate this to the public. As an example, Castrol's
Oil Check Challenge seeks to raise awareness and encourage
workshop visits.

Getting the oil right is not easy for newer vehicles. Prioritise
manufacturer specifications over viscosity and API/ACEA ratings
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Morris Lubricants adds that, should the owner not replenish
the lost lubricant and the level falls, the remaining sump
content faces increased stress and premature deterioration.
The result is accelerated engine wear, poor engine cleanliness,
corrosion and, possibly, overheating. The latter point is
relevant, because oil has a major influence on crankcase
temperatures. Millers explains that, should the level fall to the
minimum allowed quantity, the remaining oil would have to
work harder and, therefore, suffer a reduction in its lifespan
and require draining sooner.

Deteriorated oil produces a sludgy deposit that can cause
blockages. Should the crankcase breather be restricted, the
crankcase can pressurise and cause oil leaks

While physical oil leaks are certainly not intentional, all
engines burn oil – although some of them do so more than
others. Morris Lubricants explains that oil consumption is
not necessarily a sign of excessive wear; it tends to be a
consequence of efficiency technologies. An example is a
relatively recent piston design, where the ring packs are moved
closer to the crown to enhance swirl and optimise fuel and air
mixing prior to combustion. However, moving the uppermost
ring further up the piston exposes it to higher temperatures,
but it still requires lubricating. This is a popular area in which
oil is burnt. Millers concurs, stating that some manufacturers
maintain that oil consumption should be expected.

Aside from low oil levels, neglected oil change intervals
present further problems. MOTUL reminds us that engine
oils are formulated with set drain intervals in mind, because
the additive packs are consumed over time. In addition, the
engine oil becomes polluted by metals and solid dirt particles,
unburned fuel and moisture. Therefore, it is logical that the
consequences of neglected oil changes include enhanced
wear and tear, corrosion and deposits accumulations,
including sludge. The VLS adds also that the increased viscosity
can raise fuel consumption and exhaust emissions.
Importantly, Motul emphasises that OEM handbooks state oil
change intervals should be reduced according to operating
conditions. As AT detailed in our 2020/1 lockdown editorials,
multiple short journeys are tough on oil, not only because of
the extra contaminations that it must suspend and extra acids
that require neutralising, but also due to it not reaching its
optimum operating temperature. Due to the oil deteriorating
faster under these low-mileage conditions, you should insist
that it is drained at least once annually. As many active DPF
regeneration algorithms consider oil quality, neglecting drain
intervals can cause aborted active cycles and, therefore,
particulate blockages. The DPF Doctor, Darren Darling, finds
that not resetting the on-board indicator post-service on some
vehicles can hinder successful regeneration, because the car
thinks that the sump's contents is older than it really is.

DON'T FORGET TO FLUSH

flushes, including Motul's 'Engine Clean', Millers
'Engine Oil Flush' and BG Product's 'EPR', also help
to clean and free the low-tension piston rings, used
most commonly in GDI applications. This helps
to restore compression, therefore minimising the
quantity of unburnt fuel entering the crankcase,
which has the extra advantage of not degrading the
engine oil prematurely.

OILS & ADDITIVES

Morris Lubricants views engine flush additives as
especially useful in scenarios where the vehicle
possesses an unknown service history, the incorrect
oil has been used, or the sump is contaminated
by another engine fluid. Motul emphasises that
lubricants, exposed to extended oil drain intervals,
while operating under severe conditions, can be
overwhelmed by solid and liquid contaminations.
Consequently, these deposits can remain within
the crankcase after draining, which will impact
the detergency and dispersancy performance of
the fresh oil. A flush, therefore, is beneficial. JLM
lubricants agrees, stating that its Engine Oil Flush
Pro is formulated to dissolve old oil residues and
accumulated dirt in the lubrication system, plus the
cylinder walls, pistons, piston rings, valves, guides
and the combustion chamber. The net advantage
is that it extends the new oil's lifespan. Using such
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Why 'That'll do', won't
According to Euro Car Parts, technicians will turn often to a
‘one size fits all’ solution, such as stocking a 5w-30 C3 engine
oil, theorising incorrectly that it can be used in most cars. Yet,
a handful of engine lubricants will not suffice for every vehicle
that enters your workshop. Selecting the correct engine oil
requires additional research and the selection process has
matured, too. Motul highlights that the viscosity grade is not a
quality indicator; the correct marker is the OEM specification.
Especially on turbocharged GDI models, low-speed pre-ignition
(LSPI) is a continuing challenge and both Morris Lubricants and
Motul highlight this engine-killing phenomenon as one reason
that justifies the importance of choosing oil by prioritising OEM
approvals, because a major contributor to LSPI is a calcium
anti-wear additive contained within the oil. Yet, LSPI is not
the only issue that is promoted by engine oil. Intake coking
is another example, caused not by calcium but by viscosity
improvers. OEMs will, therefore, formulate engine oils to reduce
these issues as much as possible. Should garages choose to
use the wrong oil, then the rate at which these issues occur will
increase.

E10 PETROL FUEL ADDITIVES

While this feature focusses on engine lubricant and
supplementary products, customers are querying
garages about whether they should use E10 95 RON
petrol with an additive, or the more expensive Super
Unleaded E5 97+ RON grade.

OILS & ADDITIVES

Additive for Diesel Particulate Filters

PatFluid

®

To summarise, E10 petrol presents several technical
challenges over E5. The extra ethanol corrodes certain
metals faster. It also attacks the structure of certain
Choosing engine oils for modern applications starts neither
plastics and rubbers. Even if the car's fuel system does
with the viscosity, nor whether the lubricant is mineral, part,
not contain such materials, it cannot escape other
or fully synthetic. Checking whether, or not, the lubricant
complications. E10 petrol absorbs moisture more readily,
meets the car maker's specification for that model must be the
which tends to originate from condensation in the
priority. Yet, should you be working on a classic model with
petrol tank. This incombustible ethanol/moisture mix
no manufacturer recommendation, then the aforementioned
then phase-separates from the fossil-fuel element and
specifications have more relevance. AT plans to investigate
falls to the bottom of the tank. This leaves fuel above it
lubricants for historic vehicles in a future issue.
with an octane rating below 95RON. E10 also oxidises,
PatFluid ad 130 x 92 new_Pat Fluid ad 130 x 92 17/02/2020 17:46 Page 1
becomes more acidic and, therefore, ages faster than E5.
Yet, even when fresh, E10 is an effective solvent, which
risks fuel system blockages – further details about which
can be found in our separate filtration editorial. For more
information on E10, AT's previous analysis on the topic
can be accessed here: https://autotechnician.co.uk/
forewarned-is-forearmed-e10-petrol/ .

• A universal aftermarket replacement for
Original Equipment DPF additives
• Cost effective & highly reliable formulation
• Aids DPF regeneration by lowering the
combustion temperature of soot trapped in
the filter
• Transfer Kit available to refill the on-board tank
• UK aftermarket product of choice for over
ten years
Contact us today on +44 (0) 1293 804 770 or
email: info@cdti.com
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You and your customers may have come across various
fuel additives that claim to combat the negative
effects of ethanol. Yet, as E10 presents several separate
technical challenges, we questioned various additive
producers about how their products could address
them all. Unfortunately, some companies did not answer
our questions; others revealed that their products only
addressed certain issues and not others. At this point,
therefore, AT's examination of E10 fuel additives is
inconclusive, meaning that we cannot make any firm
recommendations at this stage.
Should you be queried by an unsure customer about
E10, you can advise that the fuel can be used if the
motorcar in question is both materially compatible
(which can be verified by this link https://www.gov.
uk/check-vehicle-e10-petrol ) AND the driver fills the
tank at least once every six weeks. Should the car be
incompatible materially with E10 (such as many early
GDI engines, or those fitted to Historic vehicles), or the
car covers a low mileage, use E5 super unleaded instead
of an additive. We hope to update this advice in the
future, once we receive answers that are sufficiently
convincing.

LATEST UPDATES
We are grateful to the Verification of Lubrication Specifications, the independent UK organisation that ensures claims
made by oil companies are true, for informing us of the most up-to-date changes. While many aftermarket garages
are unlikely to be affected immediately by the most recent developments, forewarned is forearmed...
The European Automobile Manufacturers' Association (ACEA) has announced its 2021 sequences for light duty
vehicles, catching-up finally with the American Petroleum Institute (API). The latest sequences can be claimed
alongside the ACEA 2016 light-duty engine oil categories until next year. The new standards seek to address the
challenges posed by the latest engine developments. Yet, the VLS comments that they represent evolution, rather
than revolution.
Since AT covered this topic last year, the sequences tackle some of the existing technical challenges. These include
new A7/B7 and C6 categories that address the impact of Low-Speed Pre-Ignition (LSPI) that affects turbocharged GDI
engines primarily. Yet, it is worth noting that the ACEA sequences for heavy-duty diesel engines has been delayed,
although the release of which is expected by the end of the year.
Interestingly, the introduction of new engine tests modernises the sequences to consider lower viscosity (i.e. thinner)
lubricants, used in some of the newest engine designs. The VLS theorises that, given the transition of passenger cars
and even light commercial vehicles to electrification, the ACEA engine oil sequences for light-duty engine oil will not
be updated so frequently in future.
In terms of enforcement, the most common issues that the VLS encounters involve oil blenders over-claiming. This
takes several forms – one of which involves companies claiming to meet certain specifications on their engine oil
packaging but lacking any supporting evidence, when challenged. A further issue involves some products stating
incorrectly that they are 'officially approved' by an OEM.
Should you be uncertain that claims, made by your oil blender(s), are untrue, you can request that the VLS
investigates, by contacting it on 01442 875922 or visiting www.ukla-vls.org.uk

OILS & ADDITIVES
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ADDITIVE CONSEQUENCES
As we are told that oil packs for modern engines are so
carefully balanced, one would have thought that toppingup the additive packs would upset the chemistry. This
appears not to be the case entirely but much depends on
your aim. Opinions, therefore, differ. Motul told AT that
using an 'on-top' additive generally can have a negative
impact. The company reasons that all components
within the oil formulation, the additives particularly,
are balanced, which can be prejudiced by an unknown
additive. Increased wear and tear, corrosion, deposits,
accelerated oxidation and a viscosity increase can be the
consequences. It also adds that you risk prejudicing the
OEM warranty, by using them.

OILS & ADDITIVES

Meanwhile, BG Products views that, despite becoming
ever more bespoke, engine oils are still formulated to a set
budget and specification, meaning that oil producers have
to balance price with top performance in normal operating
conditions. Where 'severe' conditions are encountered, BG
Products reasons that it provides customers with a choice
to upgrade the oil with an additive package. As mentioned
earlier, much depends on what you wish to achieve. Engine
oil that is subjected to the severe conditions of not being
able to reach its optimum temperature constantly may well
benefit from extra detergents, for instance. BG Products
also highlights that higher oil temperatures, such as those
experienced with high-speed motorway driving, can also
break down the engine oil faster and so extra fortification
can be of use to help it retain its stability.
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JLM Lubricants also offers garages the chance to upsell.
Aside from its cleaning functions, the company told AT
that its Bortec additive performs particularly well in areas
of the engine subject to high temperatures, pressures and
friction. In addition, the antioxidant in boron provides
the engine oil with better protection against ageing,
enabling it to maintain optimal performance for longer.
JLM Lubricants insists that, since Bortec is based upon
low viscosity base oil and, since a treatment consists of
approximately 250ml, it is compatible with modern, low
viscosity engine lubricants. This may not be the case for
a relatively thick 'stop smoke' type of additive, however.
As with any professional product, BG Products reminds
us not to overdose, commenting that adding more than
the recommended dose of a “top-treat” oil fortifier risks
unbalancing the oil which can destabilise it.
Hailing from North America but available in the UK, Lucas
Oil is another well-established quality brand that sells a
variety of engine oil treatments but, again, much depends
on the application. It reasons that engine oil additives are
especially important in today’s engines that are smaller and
more powerful than those of the past, which stresses vital
engine components and the oil that protects them. One
of its best-known products is the Heavy Duty Oil Stabiliser,
which has been updated for today's low viscosity engine
oils, even up to 0w-8. While enhanced dispersancy and
oxidisation resistance are advantages, Lucas Oil highlights
that it is not lost focus on dry-start protection, which
remains the primary cause of wear.

Diesel Particulate Filters
The stakes are high when it comes to the misdiagnosis of Diesel Particulate Filter faults
and the incorrect use of additives, costing the motorist thousands of pounds in needless
replacements and at the very least, your workshop’s reputation.
In this feature, Gareth Davies of Euro Performance presents a case study on a VW Crafter fleet vehicle that presented an engine
management light, flashing glow plug light, and a particulate filter picture in the main driver information display. Only one fault
code was present, P2463 DPF excessive soot accumulation too high, and after further investigation, ascertained that the measured
and calculated soot loadings were 16g and 60g respectively. Gareth saw this as a great opportunity for some on the job or ‘just in
time training’ to investigate the plausibility of the overloaded/blocked DPF vehicle reports from page 51.
But first, DPF Doctor Network founder Darren Darling reports on the alarming amount of damaged-beyond-repair DPFs
being seen, due to additive misuse and forced regenerations…

Damaged DPFs –
the new pandemic
A special report from Darren Darling, founder of The DPF
Doctor Network, featuring Stephen Kasapis, DPF Doctor
and brand ambassador, Australia.

“In the last month alone, DPF Doctors have had 300 broken
DPFs referred to them; broken beyond repair because of
the lack of skills and DPF knowhow on the part of the techs
attempting to fix them. This amounts to a mind-blowing total
of £300,000. Only today a lady brought her car to my workshop
with a DPF that needs replacing (just 33,000 miles on the
clock). She’d been quoted £4,000 for a new DPF by the main
dealer.”
“DPFs are being damaged at an alarming rate when it’s
preventable. Part of the problem is that additives designed to
clean the DPF are being misused and because of this, causing
irreparable damage,” says Darren.

Darren Darling

This problem is not solely confined to the UK. As this article
was going to print, Stephen Kasapis sent this message:
“A few days ago, I was called from a workshop in Perth, 4,300
km from my base in Brisbane. The mechanic was trying to fix a
Mitsubishi 4x4, that had done only 56,000km. He’d carried out
a few regenerations of the DPF with his scan tool, but the car
was still in limp mode, and he was stuck. He had called several
mechanics. I used TeamViewer and got into his scan tool. It
didn’t take long to work out that the DPF was damaged. I told
him it was damaged because he’d put it through too many
regenerations. I had a quick look at some scan data. The reason
the DPF system had stopped any regeneration on the road
was because the oil dilution was not reset. Had this car been
seen by a member of the DPF Doctor Network they would
have known not to do so many regenerations and would have
checked the oil dilution. This car needs a new DPF which in
Australia amounts to $5,000 (approx. £2,500). I didn’t charge
the guy but advised him to join the DPF Doctor Network and
get some real DPF training. I wish more workshops would put

DIESEL PARTICULATE FILTERS

“Something of real concern is the number of cars coming
to us with damaged DPFs due to poor attempts at repairing
the car,” says Darren. “Across our network we’re now seeing
hundreds of damaged-beyond-repair DPFs every month. This
is frustrating as the motorist has already spent their hardearned cash with another garage having the DPF cleaned or
regenerated. They now face the devastating news they must
replace the expensive DPF. In principle, cleaning a DPF is
simple. However, they’re easily damaged by high temperatures
and a misuse of additives. This tends to happen when garages
reset adaptations to get warning lights out when it’s not safe
to do so or when they carry out forced regenerations. The
problem has increased since more garages have decided to
keep DPF repairs and cleaning in-house. But they don’t really
understand what they’re doing. Most DPF cleaning equipment
is advertised as an easy way to make a fast buck. But at who’s
expense? The motorist.”
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“DPFs are being damaged
at an alarming rate when
it’s preventable. Part of the
problem is that additives
designed to clean the DPF
are being misused and
because of this, causing
irreparable damage”
in the time and effort to invest in this specialist training. I made
the commitment in 2019 to come to the UK and be trained
with the best DPF training from the master himself, Darren
Darling. I’ve had no comebacks from the DPFs I’ve fixed, and
always get positive feedback.”

DIESEL PARTICULATE FILTERS

“By far the biggest problem causing irreversible damage to
DPFs is the lack of up to date, thorough DPF training on the
part of the technician being asked to clean/fix the DPF,” says
Darren. “They don’t know what they don’t know and so are
attempting a DPF fix, not realising they have neither the skillset
nor the diagnostic expertise. Technicians responsible for these
damaged DPFs are unlikely to know the consequences of
their flawed ‘fixes’ because as our member feedback confirms,
motorists approach them to find out why, despite their DPF
being ‘fixed’ by another garage, it’s still faulty. This problem
is also the enemy of sustainability – damaged DPFs are
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consigned to landfill. Multiple hours are spent attempting a fix.
New products are produced, packaged, and despatched – all
eating into resources. Whereas fixed DPFs with life in them are
part of the circular economy.”
“There’s a huge economic opportunity for garages to capitalise
on the increase in blocked and damaged DPFs due to the stop
start short journey driving that’s become prevalent in recent
months,” explains Darren. “Our DPF training rapidly delivers ROI
and places a technician in the top 5% category. With training
on how to diagnose and fix even the most blocked DPFs
they can legitimately claim the status of being a genuine and
trusted DPF practitioner with an incredible first-time fix rate. We
show mechanics how they can use chemicals – the products
designed to clean DPFs without removing them from the
vehicle. We only use the globally trusted JLM Lubricants’ range
of DPF products.”
“Crucially, the motorist wins when their technician becomes a
DPF practitioner. The motorist deserves value for money, real
expertise, and a first-time fix. The current dire situation must be
turned round so that everyone wins.”
Autotechnician is delighted to be spearheading this
campaign to raise awareness with technicians of the
importance of DPF training. To find out more about the
live, online, and interactive DPF training delivered by
Darren Darling, and to read reviews from technicians
benefiting from this training, please visit www.the-dpfdoctor.com. For more information on JLM Lubricants’
products, please email info@kalimex.co.uk or visit
www.jlmlubricants.com.

IRREPARABLE DAMAGE
The DPF Doctor Network of leading DPF diagnostics specialists is reporting a huge increase in terminally damaged
DPF units, in many cases, caused by the overuse of additives or too many forced regenerations. In this brief video,
Mike Schlup, MD at Kalimex – the UK distributors for JLM – explains more.

Having conducted research
using Alldata, the sensor
providing the data PID in
question was a 3 wire sensor
made up of a 5v feed, a ground,
and a signal wire.

The case of the exhausting Crafter
By Gareth Davies CAE AMIMI, Euro
Performance
Life in the workshop can be quite the mixed bag sometimes,
even when focusing on just a handful of brands. I applaud you
technicians and business owners alike that welcome all brands
through your door. Life at a specialist can be simpler at times,
brand fault repetition and all that, and it can mean the bar
has in some ways been set higher, because all manner of folk
have been ‘at it’ before you. I had a surprisingly more common
than not fault presented just recently in the workshop on a
fleet vehicle we look after, but the direction of detection could
have really taken any number of paths, one with the right
conclusion, others leading to a seemingly positive, but shortlived conclusion.

CASE STUDY

My role within the workshop is very much a blend between
workshop controller and senior master technician. I take an
active interest (but know when I am not wanted) in most
jobs that pass through the workshop. I attribute the interest
to acquiring insights and data, but it can often be considered
being a nosey bugger. I was recently approached by a fellow
technician for some advice on a VW Crafter fleet vehicle we had
in for various service and repair tasks, but also had a collection
of warning lights on the dashboard. The vehicle presented with
an engine management light, flashing glow plug light, and a
particulate filter picture in the main driver information display.

Figure 1: The 5v feed was present and correct, the ground was
good
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"I saw this is as a great
opportunity for some on
the job or 'just in time'
training. We took a step
back and pondered
'plausability'

The technician had checked fault codes in engine, only one
was present, P2463 DPF excessive soot accumulation too high,
and had rightfully posed questions on the repair strategy. I saw
a prime opportunity to put two heads together and see what
conclusions we could come up with between us. We were
able to retrieve some key data PIDs in the first instance, using
VCDS as our scan tool on this occasion. We ascertained that
the measured and calculated soot loadings were 16g and 60g
respectively. I saw this as a great opportunity for some on the
job or ‘just in time' training. We took a step back and pondered
‘plausibility’. I like this word a lot, for the sole reason that I find
when attacking diagnostic work it really makes me stop and
think for a minute. How complicated is this job really? Whether
we are testing a simple circuit or sensor, or 26 pages of Can Bus
comms faults, plausibility is a great point to stop and have a
think.

Garbage in, garbage out…

CASE STUDY

I verbalised the question to the technician, how plausible is
the overloaded/blocked DPF the vehicle reports? “I’m not sure,
must be quite blocked I think given the calculated reading is
so high?” It’s a reasonable assumption to make, but why not
prove/disprove what the engine ECU thinks? After all, year
10 school IT taught me GIGO (Garbage In, Garbage Out) – Mr
Griffiths I hope you are reading this! So our first test has to
be data sampling and validation. We were able to see what
the engine ECU was seeing, but this is fed from one of the
myriad of sensors monitoring various states on the engine or
associated sub sections.
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In this instance, we needed to establish some data baselines
and then create a test plan, which should lead to a hypothesis
and, potentially, some conclusions. A little like Year 8 English
(all good stories have a beginning, middle and end). So picking
a selection of plausible data PIDs to examine were grouped
under exhaust. We selected a wide array: exhaust temperatures,
exhaust pressures and soot loading. We found some interesting
detail when carrying out some tests in two different states. Key
On Engine Off, KOEO, and Key On Engine Running, KOER.
Very quickly, without unnecessary testing, we highlighted
an area of concern. DPF pressure had a significant positive
‘implausible’ reading across the exhaust when no combustion
was taking place. The technician smirked, ‘that’s not right’. So
how do we validate what’s right and wrong here then, is there
a secret pressure in the exhaust from the particulate fairies, is

the reading right, what could be causing this – the sensor, the
wiring, the ecu?
Having established an area of concern, we now needed to
establish how to test the sensor providing the data PID in
question, that may then help eliminate said concern, or lead to
further tests/conclusions.
For the purpose of the on-the-job training, we took to Alldata
to do some light reading. This is a useful and pertinent step
whatever data source you wish to use. Whether you’re fresh
out of your apprenticeship armed with your ‘first multimeter’
thinking this is the excuse I needed to unwrap the packaging,
or a seasoned diagnostician looking for your next electrical
‘wonder’ find, we don’t know it all. The reason we don’t, is the
game keeps changing. Is it 12v supply, 5v supply, 3.3v supply
etc.
Five minutes in front of the PC proved really useful for our next
steps. The sensor is a 3 wire sensor and is made up of a 5v feed,
a ground, and a signal wire. In component function/description
it details the importance of the job of the sensor feeding back
a signal voltage, that translates as a pressure. The pressure
reading then equates to a significant factor of soot loading
(how full the DPF may be of soot). Do we need to be DPF chiefs
for the purpose of this test? Not really. We know what two
values should be definitively, and the detail then explains that
the signal voltage should be between 0.5v and 4.5v, which is
indicative of pressure difference measurement.
Armed with all we needed to know and a multi meter we did
some raw data acquisition. We were able to quickly conclude
that the 5v feed was present and correct, the ground was
good, see Figure 1, and we validated these readings via some
‘known goods’ elsewhere on the vehicle, just for good measure
i.e., validating the ground to sensor via nominal battery
voltage, and similarly for the 5v feed to alternative grounds.
For the signal wire evaluation we checked, and with KOEO, we
had just under 1.8v, see Figure 2. Without knowing scales (or
needing to know at this point), how plausible is this reading?
If we think of the scaling of the signal thresholds, not very. On
this application we knew that voltage increase was dictated by
pressure difference increase. There was definitely no pressure
present here, the engine wasn’t running.
We discussed at this point what to do next, and my suggestion
was to measure the pressure ourselves. Thinking ahead of
other tests that may be required with this line of inquiry, we
got the Mityvac ready (vacuum/pressure tester). The pressure
gauge separates from the vacuum tester on this particular
model, so with two pipes pulled from the pressure sensor we
decided to measure the pressure ourselves without the pipes
connected to the sensor (we have become the sensor). This
sensor is a pressure difference type with two pipes, at two
points of measurement on the exhaust, one before the main
particulate monolith and one post monolith. Surprise surprise,
with KOEO we found zero pressure registered at both points
(thankfully no fairies this time!) The next test proved very
useful. KOER we measure pressure pre DPF and post. Virtually
nothing at all (0.5PSI). We need no scale to realise that this DPF
is unrestricted. Looking positive now.

Using known ‘goods’ as reference
The last test before condemnation of the sensor is substitution
values, or simulation. I think this is a good test that will usually
give you as the technician great reassurance for your evidence
and conviction you are carrying out the right repair. In this
instance we used a voltage simulator (Ditex) and proceeded to
take control of the signal wire. We did this by using some break
out leads from the sensor to the harness connector, leaving the
signal wire disconnected from the sensor and to be controlled
by us. Now you can also do this by using a decade box, either
will give you similar results.

Figure 2: Signal wire evaluation: With KOEO, we had just
under 1.8v

A known good for this sensor is around 1v at rest. We
proceeded to give the sensor 1v and had a look at our live
data whilst doing so with KOEO. What we noticed is we now
had virtually no pressure (1 hPa) across the filter. Of further
interest, when we started the engine and kept the signal at 1V
(simulating the verified low pressure difference we had just
measured ourselves) and gently picked the engine idle up to
around 1100rpm, is that the measured soot mass began to fall
quite quickly. This test proved that if we replace and adapt the
sensor correctly, we have no wiring defect, no engine control
processing defect, and that accurate measurement of the load
across the particulate filter reflects the system can and will
begin to work properly again.
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and old, for future reference. If working on brand volume this
can be particularly useful for you for future cases or suspicions.
We connected the old sensor to the vehicle harness, and with
ignition on and our meter connected to the signal wire (back
probing), we looked at what happened to the voltage when
we applied a vacuum and a pressure using our vacuum tester.
We could see a positive voltage rise when applying a pressure,
also mimicked by the new. But the baseline readings of voltage
from old to new was 1.7v and 1.0v respectively, see Figure 3.
We could now be happy this was our issue.
The last job to carry out was the DPF regeneration. Now
this was thwarted somewhat by the stored calculated soot
mass of 60g, with the threshold of 45g maximum value for
regeneration well surpassed. On this occasion, given the low
pressure across the DPF being a reasonable indication of no
residual blockage or fault, we adapted this down to 40g for
the purpose of carrying out a regeneration. The key here is we
did not reset it (as though the filter had been replaced) and
this would have reset both soot, ash and a whole load of other
metrics that need to remain as they were. It allowed us to carry
out the service regeneration, which took around 40 minutes,
and continuing data evaluation showed good temperature
change across the sections of exhaust, no super hot or cold
spots. The van drove well post repair, and happy to report to
date no return of the warning lights.
Troubleshooting faults can seem complicated and a
minefield at times, but I very often see case studies from
SimplyDiag.net members, and Steve Scott himself, that
stress the importance of breaking everything down into as
simple terms and steps as possible.
Figure 3: The baseline readings of voltage for the new sensor
was 1.0v

We subsequently recommended a replacement particulate
filter pressure sensor and service regeneration of the
particulate filter for repair. Duly authorised, the sensor was
replaced and taught in (adapted). This is quite a key step,
as the adaption value stored for the vehicle was 8 hPa for
pressure difference. This changed to 2 hPa after adaption.
Had we left this un-adapted, it may have further skewed our
repair process and potentially, the longevity of the repair.
Interestingly, this sensor has been superseded for one reason
or another to an updated part number.

CASE STUDY

In the pursuit of getting a little more understanding and data
acquisition, before finalising the repair we carried out a further
quick test to understand the behavior of the sensors, new
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In writing this article, it may seem like a long process but
in reality the whole process of diagnosis took some 45
minutes in total. This included doing our ‘reading up’ and
bouncing ideas about the various theories and outcomes
the diagnostic process can lead you to. Some background
information is key when carrying out DPF analysis.
This vehicle is what we would consider a known quantity.
It does 30k miles a year, its serviced regularly using quality
parts and lubricants, and spends most of its time on the
motorway, never running around with just fumes left
in the tank. Furthermore, we know this vehicle has not
previously been looked at or tampered with elsewhere.
All of this is conducive (when no faults are present) to
a long and healthy self-maintaining particulate filter
lifespan.

"Troubleshooting faults can seem complicated and a
minefield at times, but I very often see case studies from
SimplyDiag.net members, and Steve Scott himself, that
stress the importance of breaking everything down into as
simple terms and steps as possible"
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The big issues & their consequences

The Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation
discussed the implications of the connected car and access
to in-vehicle data in the latest ‘IAAF Insight’, which looks at key
trends and opportunities in the automotive aftermarket.

The ‘Connected car’ is able to connect with networks outside
the vehicle, such as mobile phones, but also other connected
road users in the vicinity for traffic updates, and traffic lights
and road signs within ‘Smart Cities’. For now, the interesting
exchange of data for the aftermarket is advanced analytics,
including predictive failure analysis, driving style analysis and
highly accurate analytics on the wear and tear of components.
When this technology is combined with remote access to
the vehicle and driver interaction through the car’s interface,
predictive and preventive maintenance can be provided.
However, the closed technical design of VM in-vehicle
telematics systems, together with the lack of ‘an efficient,
interoperable access to in-vehicle data and resources’, prevents
the automotive aftermarket, and mobility services sector, to
realise this digital potential.
Independent service providers require the ability to offer
competitive digital services to end-users, independently
from the vehicle manufacturer but as vehicle manufacturers
accelerate the deployment of such systems, the IAAF argues
they reduce the scope for further competition.

COVER STORY

The trade is undergoing the biggest shake
up in living memory, with digitalisation
and electrification playing significant
roles. Here, the IAAF details its work
surrounding the connected car, access to
in-vehicle data, how this could affect the
automotive aftermarket, and the steps it
is taking to ensure a level-playing field.
It also provides an update on its ongoing
lobbying in regard to Block Exemption
Regulations (BER) which in its current form,
ends in 2023. If BER were not to be renewed
in the UK, then using parts of OE-quality
or matching quality within the warranty
period could invalidate a vehicle warranty.
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after purchase, as switching to another vehicle is generally not
an option.

The European
Commission has set
a legal framework
for remote access to
in-vehicle data and
functions. It is crucial that
such a legislation would
preserve a level-playing
field for competition"
The IAAF has added its voice to a large coalition representing
the automotive aftermarket in Europe, including FIGIEFA, that
is calling on the European Union to take on board a proposal
for a Secure On-board Telematics Platform (S-OTP) – allowing
access for independent service providers – when legislating
on access to in-vehicle data. The European Commission has
set a legal framework for remote access to in-vehicle data and
functions. It is crucial that such a legislation would preserve a
level-playing field for competition.

How could it impact my business?
The IAAF explains:
The so-called ‘Extended Vehicle’ (ExVe) model, promoted
by vehicle manufacturers, channels all remote data
communication through the vehicle manufacturer’s
proprietary backend server. Only a limited part of the in-vehicle
data and a narrow subset of functions, based on the business
model of the vehicle manufacturer, are made available to
independent service providers.
This gives vehicle manufacturers full control to decide
arbitrarily how (mainly aggregated and already diagnosed/
processed), when (latencies), and to whom access to data,
functions and resources will be granted.

COVER STORY

Through this approach competing providers become
dependent on the vehicle manufacturer and are no longer
able to compete effectively. Vehicle manufacturers preselected data, diagnostics and repair methods would restrict
independent providers to ‘duplicated’, redundant services.
Innovation, as well as effective competition, will be hampered
within the overall automotive sector.
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The technically closed ExVe system places the vehicle
manufacturer into a role of self-appointed gatekeeper,
interposing itself between its competitors and their customers.
ExVe thereby enables not only full control of each vehicle
manufacturer over its brand-specific aftermarket, but ultimately
also full control over all vehicle-related services around the
connected and automated mobility.
The lack of independent competition deprives consumers and
fleet operators of genuine choice; they become ‘locked-in’ into
the digital eco-system of the vehicle manufacturer immediately

The economic consequences of this proprietary means that
unregulated ExVe access to in-vehicle data could lead to
additional costs for consumers of up to £27billion, and losses
for independent service providers of up to £28billion by 2030.

What is the IAAF doing about it?
IAAF, in partnership with FIGIEFA, has alerted the European
Union, and more recently the UK Government, on the risks of
closure of the independent aftermarket in case the ExVe model
would be deployed to the detriment of a solution ensuring fair
competition.
The IAAF has called for a “Secure On-board Telematics Platform”
(or S-OTP). FIGIEFA also commissioned an independent study
with the aim to show that it is perfectly possible to have the
highest level of cybersecurity protection, whilst at the same
time allowing an independent communication with the
vehicle, its data and resources.
Thanks to this work, the European Commission has put on its
work programme a legislation on access to in-vehicle data. It is
expected that it will publish its proposal by the end of 2021 or
early 2022.

Block exemption: The right to repair
In October 2003, the ‘Block Exemption Regulations 1400/2002',
or BER, came into force to promote fair competition among
repair workshops and provide motorists with the choice
on where to get their car serviced and repaired, safe in
the knowledge that using independent repairers who
use OE quality replacement parts, would not invalidate a
manufacturer’s warranty.
A consultation by the EU into Motor Vehicle Block Exemption
Regulations (MV-BER) began in 2019 and has been examining
the effectiveness of the legislation. A forward-looking
consultation that goes deeper into the maintaining and
possible modernising of MV-BER, to take into account the
green and digital transformations in the trade, begins later this
year. IAAF, through FIGIEFA, has been active at putting forward
the perspective of the independent automotive aftermarket.
The IAAF states ‘the current EU MV-BER still applies in the UK
until 2023, but after that, it will be up to UK Government bodies
to come up with their own legislation, if they wish to do so.
While we expect the UK government to adopt a modernised
BER in line with the EU, IAAF has formed UK AFCAR (British arm
of AFCAR, the European-wide Association for the Freedom of
Car Repair) to lobby UK Government.’
‘If BER were not to be renewed in the UK, then using parts of
OE-quality or matching quality within the warranty period
could invalidate the vehicle warranty. However, neither the UK
government nor the EU can force independent repairers to use
only Original Equipment Supplier (OES) parts.
‘For many years, the EU has been very pro-SME and prochoice and we have heard favourable noises from within the
commission supporting our stance. We have to ensure the
same happens within the UK Government.’

Generations
of quality

OESAA
member

FAG Wheel Bearings & Hub Units
Gen.1 to Gen.3.xx

FAG is a long-time trusted technical partner and supplier of
high-tech precision wheel bearings, hub units and chassis
components to vehicle manufacturers around the world.
We deliver these same OE products to mechanics wanting
genuine quality and reliability in order to protect both their
customers - and the reputation of their workshop.
Our WheelSets also come with every genuine OE component you
need to carry out a professional repair, right down to the last nut,
bolt and washer - so no shopping around for missing parts.
Fitting bearings that have not been designed, engineered, tested
and approved to VM specifications and quality standards is a
risky business, so for safety’s sake - fit FAG.
www.repxpert.co.uk | aftermarket.schaeffler.co.uk

A long-standing
tradition of OE
partnerships
Being ﬁtted as Original Equipment on a new
car model is the ultimate validation of our quest
for braking excellence. JURID has a longstanding tradition of OE partnerships with vehicle
manufacturers - from the most popular to the
most iconic brands in the world.

GERMAN OE BRAKING EXPERTISE

PRMJU2103

Alfa Romeo - Audi - Bentley - BMW - Cadillac - Chevrolet
Chrysler - Citroën - Dacia - Fiat - Ford - Honda
Iveco - Jaguar - Jeep - KIA - Lamborghini - Lancia
Land Rover - Mazda - Mercedes-Benz - Mini - Mitsubishi
Nissan - Opel - Peugeot - Porsche - Renault - Seat
Skoda - Subaru - Suzuki - Toyota - Vauxhall - VW - Volvo

LKQ Euro Car Parts
CEO Andy Hamilton

OEM – even if the part was developed and made by a major
aftermarket supplier such as Bosch.
“The result is mini-monopolies – where independent garages
are locked out of repairing and servicing vehicles, and where
OEMs can effectively charge what they wish.”
LKQ Euro Car Parts further highlighted a number of other anticompetitive practices used by OEMs to lock-out independents
and called on the industry to come forward with evidence that
can be presented to the CMA so that tougher UK regulations
can come into force once MVBER expires.

LKQ Euro Car Parts calls on government to act on
‘monopoly threat’
LKQ Euro Car Parts CEO Andy Hamilton was recently
interviewed in The Telegraph, in which he called on the
Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) to urgently clarify
its plans for what will replace the EU’s Motor Vehicle Block
Exemptions, which expire in 2023, outlining his fears that British
drivers risk being driven into a monopoly.

Hamilton said: “OEMs continue to withhold bulk Repair and
Maintenance Information (RMI) from the independent sector,
despite being legally obliged to do so since September
last year. This impedes diagnostic tools manufacturers and
automotive data publishers from creating products and
solutions for new vehicles. And its knock-on effect is to restrict
product choice to OEM branded parts alone. Independent
garages are sometimes unable to update online service
records, which are stored on OEMs’ private servers. This is
clearly off-putting for car owners looking to keep a full history.
“Often, drivers are wrongly told that their warranties have been
invalidated because a service wasn’t carried out by a franchised
dealer, or because it used non-OEM brand parts. Sadly, most
transgressions like this and the slow captive parts monopolies
that have emerged in recent years have gone unpunished by
European or national authorities.

LKQ Euro Car Parts has estimated that if the UK does not
replace MVBER it could cost motorists an extra £100 a year –
and more in the future – given the average cost of franchised
dealerships versus independent workshops.
Andy Hamilton, CEO, LKQ Euro Car Parts, said: "Ministers must
intervene to expedite the issue. If not, Britons up and down
the country will have to fork out £2.4bn in extra costs that
go straight into the hands of car manufacturers – many of
which charge a large premium for fixing their vehicles. And
the UK’s 30,000 independent garages and their 350,000-strong
workforce face an existential threat.
“Independent garages consistently rank higher for customer
satisfaction than the franchised dealers, offering a local ‘allmakes’ service at a competitive price – critically, which can be
flexed depending on the parts the driver is comfortable paying
for.”

He continued: “OEMs are designing systems and products that
lock-out third parties, and this practice is especially prevalent in
newer areas of technology, like electric vehicles and Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS).
“This includes practices such as developing codes or software
integral to the functioning of a part, but only issued by the

“It is a federation of associations and commercial organisations
formed to lobby on Block Exemption and other key issues
such as telematics data access and cybersecurity. And if your
business wants to join this expanding coalition then the same
applies. Please get in touch via the Independent Automotive
Aftermarket Federation (IAAF) at info@IAAF.co.uk.”
“We hope that by presenting more and more compelling
evidence of the abuse of MVBER to regulators today, we can
safeguard it and improve it for tomorrow.”
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Hamilton has also argued that the current MVBER regulations,
which came into force in 2012, are already open to abuse by
automotive manufacturers as newer parts and technology
fall outside of its scope. These so-called ‘captive parts’ become
subject to mini-monopolies.

“Allowing MVBER to further dilute and fail would represent
the advent of monopoly power in the aftermarket, reducing
choice and driving up prices for consumers held to ransom. If
you work in the independent aftermarket and have experience
of the examples of anti-competitive behaviour I’ve mentioned
here, then UKAFCAR wants to hear from you.
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Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

OIL CHECK CHALLENGE
Castrol is launching an ‘Oil Check Challenge’ marketing
campaign this autumn, encouraging car owners to take their
vehicle to a workshop if they are unsure of how to assess the oil
level of their car. The company has created a free marketing pack
for workshops to help promote the campaign and to encourage
customers and prospects to bring their car in for a check.
The marketing kit includes email templates, digital advertising
banners for use on a workshop’s website and Facebook page;
posters for a reception area, leaflets that can be used at point of
sale or mailed out and oil check reminder stickers for customer
cars. Workshops can request the free marketing pack by visiting
www.castrol.co.uk/occsignup.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Castrol commissioned nationwide research to explore consumer
awareness of the need for regular oil level checks. Significantly,
32% of car owners say they would prefer a mechanic to check
the oil level because they believe they would do a more
effective job. Of those who don’t typically check the oil level
themselves, 49% said they have never checked the oil level
of their car’s engine (for their current car or any previous car),
and 19% don’t know how to check the oil level of their current
vehicle. Almost a third (32%) of all respondents say they have
never topped up the engine oil for their current car or any
previous car.
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“The Oil Check Challenge provides a great opportunity
for workshops to build positive awareness in their local
communities, attract more consumers and increase revenue,”
comments Shailendra Gupte, Marketing Director EMEA,
at Castrol. “And it’s not just about finding new customers.
The Challenge also helps workshops reconnect with lapsed
customers and create a platform to sell top-up lubricants packs
and identify additional service, maintenance and repair work.”

EQUIPMENT AUDITS
Workshops are being encouraged to audit their
existing emissions testing equipment as post-COVID
MOT checks surge this autumn in order to prevent
breakdowns and disruption.
“We would advise all facility owners and operators that
now is the time to calibrate your equipment and carry
out essential maintenance, and nowhere is this more
apparent than with emission testers”, says Roy Prosser,
Product Manager at Continental sister brand Crypton.
According to Roy, age and colder weather are the most
common factors behind emission tester breakdowns,
so replacing any impaired tools ahead of winter is
vital. With new equipment now required by law to
be connected to the Government’s cloud-based MOT
Testing Service (MTS), garages and workshops opting
for new models can also carry out tests quickly and
more efficiently.
“Because new equipment such as our own emissions
analyser is linked to the MTS, possibility of human error
through manual entry is eliminated, resulting in faster,
more accurate checks and data,” Roy concludes. “With
demand for vehicle tests expected to skyrocket, even
a small time saving per test could have a big impact if
replicated over the coming months, especially if these
analysers also use vehicle communication interface
units.”
www.cryptontechnology.com/garage-equipment

WIN A TICKET TO AUTOTECH'S BIG WEEKEND!
We have two one-day tickets to give away, simply email your preference (Friday or Saturday) to Nicola@
autotechnician.co.uk by Friday 22nd October to be in with a chance of winning a fantastic day out. Good luck!
See page 8 for further information.

• Sickness, holiday, training days
and business peaks cover
• Fully qualified and vetted vehicle
technicians and MOT testers
• Contracts lasting from one day
to six months at a time
• UK-wide network of over 450
contractors
• Flexible work patterns: early, late,
night & weekend shifts

SHORT-STAFFED?
WE PROVIDE RELIABLE
TEMPORARY COVER FOR
ABSENT VEHICLE
TECHNICIANS AND
MOT TESTERS.

Contact us today to book
temporary cover!
Tel: 01234 432988
Email: hello@autotechrecruit.co.uk
Web: autotechrecruit.co.uk

• 3 to 12-month paid internships are
a new, risk-free way of bringing
new talent to your garage

NEED FRESH TALENT
FOR YOUR WORKSHOP?
HIRE AN INTERN TO
EVALUATE THEIR
POTENTIAL AS A
PERMANENT EMPLOYEE.

• Vetted candidates with a recent
IMI Level 3 automotive
qualification, equipped with
a starter toolkit, basic safety
workwear and uniform
• An opportunity to assess your
intern’s skills and work ethic before
commiting to bringing them on as
a permanent employee
• We provide your intern with
further relevant training free of
charge
We have interns ready to fill roles.
Get in touch today!
Tel: 01234 432988
Email: hello@autotechacademy.co.uk
Web: autotechacademy.co.uk

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
More than three years of intensive R&D at the UK based
Ferodo Tech Centre has resulted in the introduction of Fuse+
Technology brake pads, that feature an advanced new friction
material that combines the high-performance braking power of
low-steel formulations and the comfort characteristics of nonasbestos organic materials.
They also use zero-copper Eco Friction Technology, which
reduces dusting and cuts pad emissions by 60 percent.
“This exciting new technology eliminates the need to lose
certain important braking characteristics to achieve others.
Now, our customers can enjoy the best of both worlds,” said
David Coimbra, Braking Aftermarket Product Manager, Tenneco
DRiV EMEA Motorparts.

immediately for almost 100 premium vehicle models, including
Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz and Volkswagen. Each set of pads is
packaged complete with all required accessories to ensure fast,
easy installation.

FERODO Fuse+ Technology brake pads are available

www.ferodo.com

FLOURISH OF FILTERS

Blue Print has an extensive range of over 2,750 filtration
parts including air, cabin, oil, fuel filter and transmission
filters, fitting vehicles from Alfa Romeo to VW and all
in-between. Over 200 new filters were introduced into
the range in 2020, plus 60 transmission filters, pushing
its expanding coverage to over 90%, with over 100,000
applications available.
Each filter has been designed and manufactured to meet
OE standards – the foam seals used in Blue Print cabin
filters are checked for leaks, and the bypass valves used
in its oil filters are studied to ensure the dimensions are
accurate.
https://partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com

EASY-ACCESS BULB STAND
Ring Automotive has introduced a new bulb stand to provide
technicians with easy access to its 12V bulb range when
performing MOTs.

Designed to be wall mounted, it comes fully stocked with
175 bulbs and includes 16 of the most popular, fast-moving
references, including RB955 (W16W) replacement capless brake,
indicator, reverse or rear fog bulb, RB580 (W21/5W) replacement
capless W21/5W brake and tail bulb, RB582 (W21W)
replacement capless brake, indicator, reverse or rear fog bulb
and RB566 (P21/4W) replacement P21/4W fog or taillight bulb.
www.ringautomotive.com
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With lighting and signalling being one of the most common
failures of an MOT, Ring has launched its new BU175 prestocked bulb stand to provide the most popular automotive
bulbs at the point of installation.
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PRODUCT UPDATE
First Line has introduced 40 new-to-range products across its
steering and suspension, cooling, cables, and braking categories.
Key new references include wishbones to fit Volkswagen Crafter
2017> and Audi A8 2017>.
New water pumps have been added for models including
Mercedes C-Class 2018>, Mercedes GLC 2019>, BMW 1 Series
2015> and BMW 4 Series 2016>, Renault Twingo 2019>, Toyota
RAV4 2015>, and Kia XCeed 2019>.
Additions to its gear control cables programme include new
references for Kia Sportage 2011>2015, Hyundai ix35 2010>2015
and Vauxhall Opel 2012> vehicle applications.
www.firstlineltd.com

EXACT FIT BEAM BLADE KITS

TRICO’s OE wiper blade kits are now available,
including both front blades for the vehicle.
Packaged in an eco-friendly carton box, the range
comprises just 95 references – 73 direct fit kits for
OE beam blade applications, and 22 ‘retrofit’ kits for
hybrid and upgrade applications – in total, covering
more than 95% of the beam blade vehicle parc.
The new kits contain two ‘X1’ design blades, the
same blade as OE to VAG, for a multitude of vehicles
including VW ID4, Golf VIII, T-Roc, Audi Q4, Q5, Q7, TT,
Škoda Citigo, Kodiaq, Superb, Seat Ibiza, Leon, Rapid
and Mi.

HAND TOOL PROMOTION

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Sealey’s Hand Tool Promotion features a variety of new tools all
covered by a Lifetime Guarantee.
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A 2pc Screwdriver Rack (SR01) made from non-marking antislip material, is 395mm long and holds up to 14 screwdrivers.
A 6pc Mini Pliers Set (AK8381) is manufactured from hardened
and tempered drop-forged Chrome Vanadium steel with finely
ground polished heads. Featuring serrated jaws and precision
ground cutting edges, induction-hardened 55-65 HRC for
cutting hard and soft wires.
A 12pc Anti-Slip Combination Spanner Set (AK63946) features
slim style Chrome Vanadium steel spanners, which have been
hardened and tempered with a fully polished micro satin finish,
supplied in storage rack.
A 3/8"Sq Drive Compact Head Ratchet Wrench (AK8988) is
complete with a compact head design and an ‘ultra-smooth’
72-tooth ratchet action, which allows ratcheting in increments
of 5° for ease of use in restricted areas. It also features an
integrated socket spinner, flip reverse and quick release
mechanism.
www.sealey.co.uk

A new generation
of braking
performance.

BLACK.

Perfectly matched to
premium applications.
To find out more visit:

www.apecbraking.co.uk
*image for illustration purposes only

ONLINE TRAINING: HYBRID & ELECTRICAL CAR
HVAC SYSTEMS
Nissens has just added a couple of training modules to its
online programme, focusing on the Heating, Ventilation and
Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems in hybrid and electric cars –
explaining the fundamentals and how AC service and repair
should be conducted with examples of popular PHEV models.
There are some major differences with hybrid & EV HVAC
systems from their ICE counterparts and this knowledge is key
to a successful repair or service of the system.
Michael Ingvardsen, Training Manager at Nissens explains: “After
the successful heat pump fundamentals training, we launched
a year ago, we now share two new self-learning courses: heat
pump system fundamentals and the second, an advanced
service procedure.”
“Looking into the future of ‘New Energy Vehicles’ we can see
that heat pump technology plays a significant role for the
HVAC systems. Due to the vast number of benefits it offers, it
will not be long before it dominates the new energy vehicle
applications. What we aim to do is to prepare mechanics for
the change and make them ready for an efficient and profitable
service of these cars. As usual, in our knowledge sharing we
take a holistic approach. The various course levels address all
audience needs, from beginners to advanced technicians,” adds
Michael Ingvardsen.

ONE IN A

MILLION
Autoelectro celebrates the One Millionth
Alternator remanufactured in the UK
Since 1986.

2 Year Warranty
Unrivalled Range & Availability

Free Online Technical Support

AUTOELECTRO.CO.UK
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+44 (0) 1274 656101

Nissens offers education in various forms, from live and
webinar-based sessions to self-learning courses and as technical
marketing material, in print and digital. For more information
about Nissens Training Concept, visit www.nissens.com/ntc.
Enroll to the latest Nissens’ eLearning:
Heat Pump System, Fundamentals www.nissens.com/
heatpump
Heat Pump System, Flushing, based on Toyota Prius PHV https://
ntc.nissens.com/muc/flushheatpump

BATTERY CONFIGURATION TOOL REBRAND
GS Yuasa has given their Yu-Fit battery configuration tool a fresh
new look, in the brands colour pairing of black and orange,
to complement its latest generation of workshop products
and accessories, including the GYT250 Battery & Electrical
System Tester. The GS Yuasa Yu-Fit replaces the GS and Yuasa
equivalents.
Research conducted by the battery manufacturer highlighted
the fact that workshops and garages are seeing increasing
numbers of vehicles fitted with a Battery Management System
(BMS). No longer exclusive to premium vehicles, these systems
monitor a vehicle’s battery throughout its life to maintain
optimum charge efficiency and operation of the Start-Stop
system.
It is essential to reprogram the BMS via the on-board diagnostics
(OBD) port following battery replacement – failure to do this, or
fit the correct specification battery, e.g. AGM or EFB, can lead to a
number of problems including general system faults, in-car error
messages and complete loss of the Start-Stop functionality.
David Shield, of GS Yuasa Europe, said: “Battery replacement is
no longer a five-minute task. In fact, battery configuration is fast
becoming the norm. To ensure it’s both a quick and easy task –
the GS Yuasa Yu-Fit has been specifically designed to be one of
the most user-friendly tools available. So quick in fact, battery
validation can typically be achieved in less than 60 seconds.”

The GS Yuasa Yu-Fit is supplied with a carry case, 12-month
warranty and 12 months’ battery validation subscription. It is
available to order from all GS and Yuasa distributors.
www.yuasa.com

Mini-Ductor Venom
®

®

The Mini-Ductor® Venom® generates Invisible Heat®
to release metal from corrosion and thread lock
compounds without the dangers of open flames and up
to 90% faster - 3/4” nuts are turned red hot in seconds.
APPLICATIONS:
> Seatbelt Bolts
> Lug Nuts
> Suspension
> Fuel Tank Straps

INCLUDES:
> O2 Sensors
> Brakes
> Inline Connectors
> And 100’s more!

> Carry Case
> 7/8” Pre-Formed Coil
> 23” U-Form Coil
> 41” Bearing Buddy Coil

Manufactured with genuine OEM parts.

www.theinductor.co.uk
+44 (0)1953 859138

Available through your local motor stockist.

Tag us in your photos:
#InductionInnovations
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Power Play: Elon
Musk, Tesla and the
Bet of the Century,
by Tim Higgins
A fly-on-the-wall exploration of one of the
most influential companies in the world
Author Tim Higgins is an automotive and technology reporter
for the Wall Street Journal and has just published an intriguing
investigation into how a team of eccentrics and innovators
beat the odds and changed the future, having had a front row
seat in the unfolding drama, meltdowns and eventual success
of Tesla.
In the early 2000s, a small band of Silicon Valley entrepreneurs
and engineers decided to pit themselves against some of
the fiercest companies in the world. The book is an enjoyable
and easy read, depicting the many characters who played
a role in the biggest disruption to the car industry in living
memory, with Elon Musk, the inspiration for Robert Downy Jr.’s
portrayal of Tony Stark in the Iron Man movies, playing centre
stage. This book should appeal to many – not only from a
standpoint of its description of the evolution of the cars and
technology involved, but it is also a thrilling business story. The
main characters surrounding Musk were JB Straubel, a Stanford
engineer who was the brains behind the battery technology,
Sterling Anderson, responsible for the self-driving tech, and
Chief Engineer Peter Rawlinson, who joined Tesla from Lotus.

A GOOD READ

Tim Higgins has interviewed Elon Musk multiple times and
has spent years immersed in Silicon Valley and Motor City.
His unparalleled access and first-hand understanding make
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“Elon Musk is one of the most
controversial titans of Silicon
Valley. To some, he is a visionary
genius. To others, he is an
unpredictable maverick whose
tweets move markets and whose
personal life makes deadlines.
For all his outrageous talk of
mind-uploading and space travel,
Musk’s most audacious vision is
actually the one closest to the
ground: the electric car.”

Author,
Tim Higgins

him uniquely equipped to tell the insider story of Tesla –
one of the world’s most influential companies. Although it
is worth mentioning that Musk had no direct involvement
in the creation of this book and in an author’s note at the
end of the publication, Higgins states that Musk, ‘was given
numerous opportunities to comment on the stories, facts, and
characterisations presented in these pages. Without pointing
to any specific inaccuracies, [Musk] offered simply this: ‘Most,
but not all, of what you read in this book is nonsense,’” LA
reporter, Russ Mitchell, who has also covered Tesla over the
years, comes to his peers defence by saying, “When Higgins
writes about facts and situations I’m familiar with, I can attest
he’s right on the button, every time. If there’s any nonsense in
‘Power Play’, Higgins isn’t the source of it.”

The Secret Tesla Motors
Master Plan
Step 1 Build an expensive sports car, starting at around
$89,000, that could attract attention.
Step 2 Build a luxury sedan that could compete against
the Germany luxury cars and sell for about half
of the original sports car, at $45,000.
Step 3 Build a third-generation car that would be much
more affordable and appeal to the masses.

Business
Opportunities
Are you prepared for
the MOT wave?
The new MOT wave is on its way, bringing with it a sea of
prospects for garages. That’s why we’ve created our Business
Opportunities guide to support you in unlocking your business’
full potential.

Find out about the services that might benefit your business,
in our latest guide on Omnihub.

Driven by
TRUST

Bosch braking systems. Delivering safety since 1927; from the
pedal to the wheel.
As a key pioneer in braking technology, Bosch offers a range of brakes
with more than 40,000 different products globally. Whether it's wear
parts, hydraulic products or components for electronic brake systems –
Bosch supports workshops with an extensive range of replacement
parts.

boschaftermarket.co.uk
What drives you,
drives us.

